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Abstract 
Two individual topics in option coiDposed of tliis thesis. The first topic studies 
the GARCH option pricing model developed by Duan (1995, 1996) which embodies 
both the smile effect and the leverage effect in pricing options. It is a new model in 
modeling the volatility process of an asset and is fundamentally different from other 
option pricing models which also incorporate the varying volatility property. The 
volatility process of the GARCH option pricing model is a conditional volatility that 
depends on its past volatility. I apply the GARCH option pricing model to tlie Hang 
Seng Index option in order to test its pricing performance. Results show that it fits the 
smile pattern quite well into the Hang Seng Index option, but it performs poorly in the 
out-sample analysis. In addition, it also gives an evidence on the inqjortance of 
leverage effect in pricing options. Li the second topic, an exotic option — barrier 
option — is introduced. It is a path-dependent option and hence its payoff is dependent 
on its past history of the underlying asset. A special relationship between basic types of 
barrier option (an in-option and its corresponding out-option) is presented in this topic. 
Pricing models and hedging strategies cannot be neglected when barrier are 
introduced. While an down-and-out put option is investigated, it is found out that 
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Prologue 
In my thesis, two individual topics about options are included: (i) Examination 
of the GARGH Option Pricing Model in the case of Hang Seng Index Option; (ii) 
Barrier Options. They are two popular topics in options: option models embody the 
smile effect, and exotic options. 
In the first essay, an overview of a number of modified option pricing models 
are presented first. These option pricing models are developed in filling the 'holes ' . 
One of these 'holes' -- volatility of the underlying asset is a constant — plays an 
ur^portant role in explaining the discrepancy between model prices and market prices. 
Although these modified option pricing models has dropped the constant volatility 
assumption, none of them could explain the e卿Meal results consistently. Then 
researchers employ the bivariate difiusion models and the implied tree models to 
incorporate the varying volatility in pricing options. However, option prices predicted 
by these models are influenced by some other factors such as the validity of restrictive 
assumptions imposed in achieving a preference-free economy, the estimation of 
additional parameters in models with the consideration of investors' preferences or the 
sopMsticated techmques needed in improving the speed of convergence to the true 
price in the tree models. As a result, a new model, which does not depend on these 
factors，is needed with the consideration of varying volatility in pricing options. Hie 
newly developed option pricing model -- the GARCH option pricing model -- is one of 
the possible solutions. In the first essay, I apply this new model to the Hang Seng 
Index option to test its performance. 
1 Due to the unrealistic assumptions made in the Black-Scholes model, the model prices are different 
from the market prices. These are denoted as 'holes' in Black (1988). 
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In the second essay, an exotic option -- barrier option - is introduced. Barrier 
option is similar as a standard option, but it is cheaper. This characteristic is revealed in 
its payoff structure. In addition, a special relationship -- tlie in-out parity -- is found 
between an in-option and its corresponding out-option, just like the put-call parity. To 
price barrier options, both analytical formulae or tree models can be used. However, 
analytical formulae are seldom used by practitioners because of tlie unrealistic 
assumptions: continuous trading and constant volatility. The systematic volatility 
pattern can be taken into account if irqjlied trees models are used to price barrier 
options. To hedge barrier option, both dynamic and static hedging strategies should be 
included because they account for both linear and non-linear behavior of price risk. 
Then a European down-and-out put option is studied. The effect of two parameters on 
option prices and its delta are investigated. It is found out that the hedging strategies 
are difficult to carry out in the extreme case; i.e. current underlying price is close to the 
barrier and time to maturity is near zero. 
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Essay I: 
Examination of 
the GARCH Option Pricing Model 
in the case of 
the Hang Seng Index Option 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
Option, the right to buy or sell an asset on a certain day at a specified price, has 
existed for a long time. Its record dated back to the philosoplier and mathematician 
Thales of ancient Greece, who negotiated during winter when there was very little 
demand for the use of olive presses for the following spring. In the first half of the 
seventeenth, century, options also played a role in Holland during the famous tulip bulb 
craze. Although options had existed for such a long time, trading of call options on 
� 
stocks were first launched by the Chicago Board of Option Exchange (CBOE) in April 
of 1973, Other exchanges began offering stock call options in 1975 and put options in 
1977. Today, there are more than one thousand call and put options trading in five 
different US exchanges. 
Despite of its long history, the public generally misunderstands that option 
trading is highly speculative especially after the October 1987 Crash and the collapse 
of Barings. People believe only speculators and arbitrageurs enter the market to grasp 
profits through trading option. In fact, its functions go beyond that. Other than making 
profits from speculation and arbitrage, conqjleting the market is an important function 
of option. Different investors are able to meet their investment objectives exactly since 
any payoff can be made with an appropriate set of options; at the same time, any 
option can be created through the appropriate trading strategy. 
Therefore The accuracy of option pricing is very important because payoffs are 
determined by subtracting the cost, which is the option prices, from the gained profits. 
Since the landmark paper written by Black and Scholes in 1973，there is a series of 
models developed in order to relax the restrictive assumptions inqjosed in the Black-
Scholes model (BS model). Even though, in the real world, we may not use the BS 
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model to price options, it is influential. Nowadays, option traders commonly quote the 
contract prices by volatilities implied from it. The reason why we do not use the BS 
model to compute option prices is that there are 'holes' in it. Such 'holes' come from 
the unrealistic assumptions which lead to a significant difference between market prices 
and model prices. One of these well-known unrealistic assumptions is the constant 
volatility of stock return. Modeling such varying volatility of stock return in option 
pricing models is the major concern of this essay. 
It is not uncommon to find volatility of asset return varies systematically, either 
across strike price and time to maturity (this is called volatility smile) or over time. 
Another unexplainable phenomenon is the inverse relationship between return volatility 
and its asset price (this is denoted as the leverage effect). Although option pricing 
models with the consideration of varying volatility are evolved rapidly, none of them 
could fully describe the real world situation. The newly developed generalized 
autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) option pricing model (Duan, 
1996)2 has applied the econometrics technique — GARCH — to account for both, the 
volatility smile and the leverage effect. The objective of this essay is to examine the 
GARCH option pricing model empirically by applying to the Hang Seng Index 
Options. 
This essay is organized as follows. Alternative option pricing models are 
described in chapter 2. Empirical evidences of varying volatility，the concept of local 
volatility and the recent development of option pricing models with the consideration 
of varying volatility are presented in chapter 3. la chapter 4, a brief introduction of the 
GARCH option pricing model is given. Data and procedures on how to build up a 
2 The first published paper using GARCH technique to price option is done by Engle and Mustafa 
(1992). 
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GARCH option pricing model are described, in chapter 5; since its model prices of the 
Hang Seng Index option are compared with the general GARCH(1,1) option prices, 
the procedures on building up this general GARCH option pricing model are also 
described; in addition, the description of out-sample forecasting is also found in this 
s 
chapter At last, empirical results and conclusion are presented in chapter 6 and chapter 
7, respectively. 
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Chapter 2: 'Holes' in the Black-Scholes Model 
In Black's paper in 1988，he has stated that there are holes in the B-S model. 
These 4koles' denote the differences between market and model predicted option 
prices. Causes of them are come from the restrictive assun^tions imposed in order to 
singly the real world. In reality, varying volatility, varying interest rate, borrowing 
penalties, short selling penalties, transaction costs, taxes, dividends and takeovers may 
induce 'holes'. The minimizatioii of these 'holes’ is one of the reason why researchers 
modify the B-S model in varies way. Some of these modified models, whicli will be 
discussed in below, relax two assumptions imposed by the B-S model: (1) terminal 
stock price distribution is continuous and lognormal and (2) stock price is primitive 
asset. Cox and Ross (1976) and Merton (1976) develop alternative models which 
allow large jmmp of stock price in a small change of time interval. Examples of 
relaxation ofthe second assim^ption are Geske (1979) and Rubinstein (1983). In their 
papers, they consider stock price as a function of primitive asset such as the value of 
the firm or assets of the firm In below, brief description of models mentioned above 
are given. 
1. Constant elasticity of variance model 
The constant elasticity of variance model is more general than the B-S model 
because it allows the stock price movement to be dependent on the previous stock 
price level. Therefore volatility of stock is no longer a constant. Instead, the 
instantaneous volatility a(S, t) has the form: 
a(S?t)S = aSp, 
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where p < 1. As you can see from its name, the elasticity of the variance must be 
constant over the life of the option3 . For p is less than 1，the variance of the rate of 
return varies inversely with the stock price; i.e. volatility declines as the stock price 
rises. For p 二 1, tlie constant elasticity of variance model reduces to the B-S model. 
Two special cases, p= 0.5 and p = 0 are discussed in Cox and Ross (1976). 
The rationale of this model is that all firms have to meet fixed cost regardless of 
the level of operating income. Any decline in operating income will decrease the value 
of the firm and increase its default risk. Conversely, when the operating income 
increases, the reverse happens; i.e. riskiness is reduced. Operating income is reflected 
in the price of stock and riskiness of the firm is measured by volatility of its returns. 
Consequently, an inverse relationship between stock price and volatility is induced by 
fixed cost in each firm. Examples of such fixed cost are operating leverage and 
financial leverage. 
2. Pure jimq) process 
Sometimes, stock price changes substantially in a small time interval because of 
takeover events, dividend aunoimcements, etc. Being influenced by this reason, Cox 
and Ross (1976) propose a model to incorporate such stock price movement. They 
suppose the return of stock can be formulated as the following: 
dS 
—=judt + (k- \)cLk (2.1) 
u 
where ；r is a continuous time Poisson process. The percentage change in stock price 
consists of two parts: judt, a drift term, and dru, which gives a jump in stock price in (k 
3 The elasticity of the variance = (d<y/dS)x(S/<j) = p • 1. 
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- l ) percent with probability 入dt and does nothing with a probability (1 -入dt). One 
possible interpretation of equation (2.1) is that Xdt is the instantaneous probability of 
receiving a specific information that will cause sl jump in stock price. When 入dt is 
sufficiently small, the stock price rises with a drift and occasionally exhibits a )\mxp 
with rate (k - 1). With this specifications, it can be shown that the stock price 
movements converge to a log-Poisson, rather than to a lognormal distribution as the 
time step is sufficiently small. 
3. Mixed-diffusion juitq) model 
Merton (1976) further generalizes the pure jump model by allowing infrequent 
random price jumps and frequent random price movements. Arrivals of important and 
unimportant new information cause abnormal and normal vibrations of prices, 
respectively; inqjortant information has more than a marginal effect on stock and leads 
to a jump in stock price. 
He supposes the stock price return is a mixture of jumps and a standard Gauss-
Wiener process. Its stochastic diffusion process can be written as the following form: 
dS 
7 = (a - Xk)dt + adZ + dq 
u 
where cr is the instantaneous standard deviation of stock return, conditional on no 
arrival of inqjortant new information; dZ is a standard Gauss-Wiener process and q(t) 
is a Poisson process where both dq and dZ are independent; the two terms crdZ and dq 
in the above stochastic difiiision process represent the unanticipated return due to the 
normal price vibration and abnormal price vibration -- jump, respectively, a is the 
instantaneous expected return on the stock; X is the mean number of information 
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arrivals per unit of time; k = g(Y - 1) where (Y - 1) is a random variable which 
captures percentage change in stock price if a jump occurs. Thus the average growth 
rate caused by a juno$) is Xk. Again, the B-S model is a special case of the mixed 
diffusion model if 入 is zero. 
Wlien stock price return is a standard Gauss-Wiener process, hedge portfolio 
can be formed by holding option, stock and riskless asset. Unfortunately, when the 
jump feature is added to the return process, such hedge portfolio is not riskless; the 
j u m p risk cannot be hedged away. This hedge portfolio only results in a pure ]\jmp 
process because the continuous part of the stock and the option price movements have 
been hedged away. The arbitrage argument used in the B-S model is no longer able to 
develop an option formula in explaining both jump and random movements. With the 
assumption that the jump corrqjonent of the stock return represents nonsystematic risk 
,an option formula can be obtained from equilibrium argument. 
If option prices estimated by using Merton's model are assumed to be true, the 
prices predicted by the B-S formula overprice at-the-money options and underprice 
far-away-money options. 
4. Compound option model 
Thus far, we have regarded the stochastic process of stock price as given. We 
regard stock price is a primitive asset. In fact, the firm value V is more fundamental to 
the stock price. For that reason, Geske (1979) views stock of a levered firm as an 
option on the value of the fina In a levered firm, bondholders offer shareholders 
options to buy the asset back when the bonds mature. Hence option price of a stock is 
4 This is the risk that cannot be priced in the economy 
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a function of time and stock price which, in turn, is a function of firm value V and 
t imet : C = fl[S，t) = f(g(V，t),t). 
As stated above, firm asset is the primitive asset of a firm; call option on its 
stock is a function of the firm value and time. If return of the firm value follows a 
diffusion described by a stochastic differential equation, return of the call option also 
follows a diffiision process that can be described by a related stochastic difiusion 
equation. These stochastic diffusion equations are formalized by Ito as such: 
dV 
—=avdt + GydZy 
dC J Jr7 ——=acdt + acdZc 
where a v and ac are the instantaneous expected rate of return on the firm and the 
option per unit of time, respectively; oy and crc are the instantaneous variance of the 
corresponding return; dZv and dZc are both standard Gauss-Wiener processes. Since 
stock of a firm is treated as an option on its firm value, its stock price is the option 
price on its firm value. The boundary conditions of this stock option which specifies 
the behaviour of stock price at some part of the solution domain is a function of the 
firm value. Thus the BS model having single boundary conditions is not suitable for 
confuting this stock option price. Besides, variance of the stock return is a fimction of 
the firm value and time instead of a constant. 
The confound option model reduces to the B-S model whenever face value of 
bond is zero or time to maturity of bond is infinite. This option pricing model not only 
considers the case that return volatility is not constant, but also considers the effect of 
capital structure on return volatility. The changing debt-to-equity ratio due to the daily 
frustration of stock price induces an inverse relationship between stock price and 
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volatility: the debt-to-equity ratio falls (rises) when stock price rises (declines) which, 
in tuin, reduces the default risk of the firm. This inverse relationship is similar as the 
constant elasticity of variance model with p < 1. 
5. Displaced diffusion model 
Rubinstein (1983) develops an option pricing model which goes deeper into the 
structure of the firm by decomposing its assets into risky and riskless portions. He 
restricts the firm such that it can only hold riskless and risky assets. If a proportion of 
the total value V of the firm is invested in risky asset, at the end o f t years, the value of 
the firm will be: 
[aey + (1 晒 a)rt]V 
where (r - 1) is the discrete annualized compound rate of the riskless asset and 少 is a 
normally distributed random variable with instantaneous volatility aR-Jt. If the firm has 
a simple capital structure with debt-to-equity ratio5 P, stock price S* of this firm at 
time t is 
S* 二 [a(l + P)ey + (1 - a - a ^ S 
where the debt is riskless and there is no dividend. It is noted that the stock price can 
be divided into two parts, the value of risky portion a(l + p)^ and the riskless portion 
(1 - a - ap)rt. In the case of fixed amount dividend payoffs dkS at each ex-dividend 
date, the stock price can still be divided into risky and riskless portion. Since return of 
stock is not free of preference, the option on the firm's stock can be valued with 
riskless arguments only when the uncertain state variable y is assumed to be "tradable". 
5 It is a ratio of the market price of its bond to the market price of its stock. 
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In this model, Rubinstein has shown that volatility of the firm value6 cannot be 
a constant. When the value of the risky asset increases very quickly, this raises the firm 
value and reduces the debt-to-equity ratio. With the assumption that the volatility of 
the risky asset is constant, the composition of the portfolio will shift towards the risky 
component which, in turn, rises the volatility of the firm value. On the other hand, if 
the value of the risky asset decreases or increases slower than r，the volatility of the 
firm value will fall. Therefore the volatility and firm value (or stock price) are 
positively correlated. k 
This model is similar to the compound option model, both of which study the 
stochastic process of stock from a more fundamental analysis of firm characteristics. 
However, they are not exactly the same. A constant payout of dividend is admitted in 
this model rather than a deterministic dividend yield in the B-S model. In this model, 
the distribution of firm assets is restricted; all firms in this model could only liold two 
assets _• risky or riskless assets, This assunqjtion is just a sinqjMcation of the real 
world situation. Unfortunately, the distinction between risky and riskless assets is not 
so clear cut; assets in the real world could be classified into relatively riskless and 
relatively risky. Another simplification is the existence of only one type of risky asset. 
The presence of more than one type of risky assets poses serious problems in deriving 
the option formula. 
6 In his paper, value of the firm is equivalent to its stock price. Thus vaiying volatility of firm value 
implies the return volatility is not constant. 
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Chapter 3: A Big ‘Hole，- Varying Volatility 
1. Evidence 
Option pricing is important for investors in determining their investment objectives, its 
accuracy cannot be neglected. To measure this, the most common way is the comparison 
between the model price and the market price. Many en^pirical studies report statistically 
significant differences between market prices and model prices when researchers examine the 
accuracy of the BS model. For exairq)le, Black (1975) states that market prices of deep out-
of-the-moiiey (in-the-money) options are tended to be overpriced (underpriced) relative to 
option prices predicted by the BS formula. In addition, options with expiration less than three 
month, tend to be overpriced. Other enqjirical studied are reported in below: 
1.1 Macbeth and Merville (1979) 
A descriptive comparison of market prices and model prices predicted by the BS 
formula of call options is conducted by Macbeth and Merville (1979). Their sample consists of 
daily closing prices of all call options traded in the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) for 
AT&T, Avon, Kodak, Exxon, IBM, and Xerox from December 31, 1975 to December 31, 
1976. 
First, they look at volatility of different options on the same underlying stock at the 
same time implied by the options prices. Unsurprisingly, implied volatilities of the same option 
change with time; and on any given day the inqjlied volatilities decline as strike prices rise. 
Their enqjirical results also show that implied volatilities are different; they depend on whether 
the option is in, at or out of the money. There is a tendency for in-the-money (out-of-the-
money) options with shorter time to expiration to have larger (smaller) implied volatilities than 
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options with the same strike price but a longer time to expiration. Thus the constant return 
volatility assumption imposed in the BS model is defeated. 
They then examine the relationship between the BS model prices and observed market 
prices with the assumption that the BS model gives correct prices for at-the-money options 
with at least ninety days to expiration. The BS model prices corrqjuted are on average less 
(greater) than market prices for in-the-money (out-of-the-money) options; at the same time, 
underpricing (overpricing) of in-the-money (out-of-the-money) options confuted by the BS 
model increases with the depth of moneyness and time to expiration, except for out-of-the-
money options with less than ninety days to expiration; the BS model prices of these out-of-
the money options are greater than market prices most of the time, but no systematic 
dependence ofthe extent of overpricing on depth of out-of-the-money or time to expiration is 
found. These results are consistent with the displaced diffusion model, in which its riskless part 
- - a ( l + P) — is greater than one, and the compound option model. 
1.2 Rubinstein (1985) 
Rubinstein (1985) uses nonparametric tests to examine the patterns in volatilities 
implied by all equity options traded in CBOE. Implied volatilities of call options which differ 
either in strike price or time to maturity are matched into pairs for comparison. The sample 
period is divided into two parts： 23 Aug, 1976 to 21 Oct, 1977 and 24 Oct，1977 to 31 Aug, 
1978. Results are categorized under two considerations: time to expiration and strike. The 
first consideration ~ time to expiration: higher implied volatilities are found for shorter time to 
expiration in the case of out-of-the-money options in both periods; for at-the-money options, 
the implied volatilities of options increase with time to expiration in the first period while the 
reverse is true in the second period. The second consideration -- strike: implied volatilities of 
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at-the-money and in-the-money options decrease with strike price in the first period; for most 
of the calls, they increase with strike price in the second period. Unfortunately, none of the 
modified models above is able to explain for the results in both periods. 
1.3 Sheikh (1991) 
Sheikh (1991) conducts a similar nonparametric test as Rubinstein on S&P 100 call 
options ftom August 23, 1976 to December 31，1985. The sample is divided into three 
periods: 5 Jul, 1983 to 29 Feb, 1984, 1 Jul, 1985 to 30 Sept, 1985，and 1 Oct，1985 to 31 
Dec, 1985. These three periods represent three different market conditions and their effects on 
implied volatility of index option are studied. In the first period, in^plied volatility increases 
with depth of in-the-money option while decreases with time to maturity. In the second period, 
no systematic pattern is found. Finally, in the third period, except for deep out-of-the-money 
calls, implied volatility first decreases to a miniTniiTn for in-the-money calls, then increases to a 
maxiiniim for deep in-the-money calls and decreases with time to maturity. Again, none of the 
models in chapter 2 adequately describes the pattern of implied volatility in all periods. 
In conclusion, the implied volatility of stock or index is not a constant. It does change 
over to time. The relationship with implied volatility and strike price are not the same for 
different market conditions, but implied volatility decreases with time to maturity in most of 
the situations. 
2. Implied volatility versus local volatility 
From the above enqjirical evidences, we know that implied volatility is not a constant. 
In fact, we commonly name the systematic pattern of volatility as "volatility smile"; a term that 
is generally refer to the pattern of in^jlied volatilities across both time to expiration and strike. 
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The volatility smile is commonly in U-shaped where implied volatilities of near-the-money 
options tend to be relatively lower than those of the far-away-money options. Sometimes, it 
resembles more of a "smirk" or "skew" as only implied volatilities of either in-the-money or 
out-of-the-money strikes significantly exceed that of at-the-money. This is as shown in the 
figure below: 
^ ： 
Figure 1: The Volatility Smile of Hang Seng Index Option on 28 Feb 97 
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Note: Market option prices of Hang Seng Index option on 28 Feb, 97 are obtained from the Hong Kong 
Economic Times. Implied volatilities above the moneyness, one, are computed from call options while the other 
from put options. 
Many factors change volatility, for exanqjle，the leverage effect - a decline in the stock 
price in^plies an increase in volatility while an increase in the stock price implies a decrease in 
volatility. In addition, the jump feature of stock price or a stochastic component of volatility 
induces the volatility to 'smile，. In Derman, Kani and Zou (1996), they introduce the concept 
of local volatility to explain where the smile comes from. 
Local volatility is the volatility at a specific asset price and time in the future. Implied 
volatility is defined as the market estimation of average future volatility of the underlying asset 
during the remaining life of an option. Therefore, implied volatility is a global measure of 
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volatility while tke local volatility is the local measure at any node in the tree of asset price 
evolution. Any variation in local volatility implies variation in implied volatility against strike 
price and expiration, or vice versa. 
The local volatility surface of an asset is revealed from the inqjlied tree model with the 
assun^tion that option price (i.e., implied volatilities) is driven by the market's view of local 
volatility in the future. Instead of using implied volatility, they use this volatility surface of 
liquid standards options to deduce future local volatilities to value other options such as exotic 
options. Although local volatilities are good predictors of future volatilities, they are not 
necessarily good predictors of future realized volatility. With the estimates of future dividend 
yields and growth rates, this local volatility surface can also be used to simulate the evolution 
of the asset price to generate asset price distributions at any future time. Using the implied tree 
model, one could produce a tree of future asset price levels and local volatilities based on 
market option prices. These local volatilities in turn can be used to calculate the dependence of 
implied volatilities on strike at future times. 
Apart from the concept and the use of local volatility, they also present three heuristic 
rules that relate local and implied volatility. First, local volatility varies with market level about 
twice as rapidly as implied volatility varies with strike; since implied volatiHty is correlated 
with asset price level, it is not surprising that local volatility relates with asset price level; but 
the variation of local volatility on asset price is much faster than the variation of inqjlied 
volatility on strike. Second, the change in inqjlied volatility of a given option for a change in 
market level is about the same as the change in inq)lied volatility for a change in strike price 
level; by realizing this relationship, it is possible to know what happens to a given option's 
value when the market moves. Third, the negatively skewed implied volatility - an inverse 
relationship between inqjlied volatility and price level ~ exerts an effect on the asset price 
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exposure of an option; the correct exposure of an option, A, is approximated by its BS 
exposure ABS with an adjustment of its volatility sensitivity to strike price level; that is, A = ABS 
+ VBS x (3, where VBS is the BS volatility sensitivity (in terms of dollars per volatility point) 
and P is the observed sensitivity of implied volatility to strike price level (in volatility points 
per strike price point). (3 is usually negative in options markets in which ijmplied volatility 
decreases with strike. ！ 
3. Models incorporating Varying Volatility 
After thorough investigation of BS model prices and theirs iiq)lied volatilities, it seems 
that none of the models introduced in chapter 2 is adequate. This indicates the need for an 
advanced option pricing model incorporating the systematic pattern of volatiHty. In below, I 
summaries a number of recent papers which develop different models with changing volatility. 
I categorize them into two classes: bivariate diffusion models and implied trees models. 
3.1. Bivariate diffusion Models 
In these models, the stock price S, and variance a2 follow the stochastic processes: 
dS(t) = |iS(t)dt + G(t)S(t)dzs (3.1) 
do(t) = ^c(t))dt + 00(1)(1^ (3.2) 
where (1¾ and dza are Wiener processes with correlation coefficient p and t is calendar time. 
As in the BS model, jiS(t) is the instantaneous expected drift rate. If fl^a(t)) is a constant, it 
represents the local drift of volatility; otherwise it is a function governing the mean of volatility 
process. Moreover, 0 reflects the volatility of the return volatility on stock price S. The return 
process assumed in the BS model is a special case of the above diffusion process, in which 
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坟G(t)) 二 9 = a The commonly used hedging strategy consisting of a long position of one 
share of stock and a short position of (dc/dS)'1 options is no longer riskfree because there are 
more than one random texms. In order to solve the differential equations of option price, more 
assumptions are needed to cancel these random terms. Different assumptions are developed 
for preference-Jfree economy and preference-considered economy. 
3.1.1. Preference-free Model 
In a preference-free option pricing model, its differential equation has to be 
independent of risk preferences. This can be obtained by satisfying one of the following 
conditions: first, volatility is a traded asset which means the random term in the stochastic 
variance process can be hedged away; second, volatility is uncorrelated with aggregate 
consumption, hence it has zero systematic risk. Motivated by this theoretical consideration, 
Hull and White (1987), Johnson & Shanno (1987) and Scott (1987) have developed models by 
making use of the above conditions. 
3.1.1.1. Johnson and Shanno (1987) 
In order to eliminate both random terms, they assume there exists an asset or a 
portfolio which is constructed so as to mimic the random tenn in the variance process. Stock 
price fluctuations due to this random term in the variance are conq)letely diversifiable. This 
asset or portfolio with price P follows the stochastic process: 
dP = pP(t)dt + G(t)P �dza7. 
7 In their original paper, the two diffusion process should be in the form below: 
dS = nSdt + CTSadz (a > 0) 
da = (i8adt + cr^dzs (p > 0) 
where dz and d^ are differentials Gauss-Wiener processes with correlation coefficient p. Hence the diffusion 
process for the asset P is: 
dP = japPdt + CTp^dZs 
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A hedge portfolio can be formed by consisting of one share of stock long, (dc/dS)'1 options 
short, and m shares of asset P long in eliminating the random terms. In fact, volatility is a 
tradable asset if P = ycr，where y is a constant; i.e.，we can ccbuy a". However, if there are 
jujnps in either the stock price or the variance, a risk-free hedge is not possible in general. 
They test their model empirically by generating call prices in which the Monte Carlo 
method is en^loyed with setting = -0.1，a(0) - 0.4，r 二 0.0488，[i 二 0.0488 and e 二 
0.3. Their results show that implied volatilities of out-of-the-money options are higher for one-
month calls then for four-month calls; call prices increase in value with p. However, at-the-
money calls are insensitive to the value of p for both one-month and four-months options. 
When only four-montlis calls are examined, i.e. options with at least ninety days of expiration, 
impl ied vola t i l i t ies d e c r e a s e from in-the-money Qpt ions t o out-of-money options for positive p 
while the situation is opposite for negative p. Although different patterns of implied volatility 
variation with strike price seem to be explained by a shift in p，no significant shift in p is found 
in the real world. 
3.1.1.2. Hull and White (1987) 
When both differential equations and boundary conditions are independent of risk 
preferences, analytic solution for a European call option may be derived by using the risk-
neutral valuation procedure. Therefore the assumption that volatility is uncorrelated with 
aggregate consumption is employed to ignore investor's risk preferences. Another assim^tion 
of zero correlation between volatility and stock price is also imposed. This means no leverage 
and constant volatility of firm value which is discussed by Geske (1979). Unfortunately, it is 
impossible to obtain the analytic form for distribution of mean variance, analytic solution of 
option price cannot be achieved. 
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Although analytical solution does not exist, its properties can still be explored. 
Consider tJie case in which the volatility is 皿correlated with the stock price and p and 0 are 
constant, the model price is lower at near-the-money and higher at far-away-money options 
than the BS model price. The absolute price difference is the largest at at-the-money or near-
the-money options. The rise in initial volatility makes the percentage price bias for out-of-the-
money (in-the-money) option more positive (negative), but the effect is reversed if initial 
volatility is sufficiently large. Increment in variance of volatility，0, reduces the price of near-
the-money options, but rises that of out-of-the-money options. 
% 
3.1.1.3. Scott (1987) 
The major distinction between this paper and the former two is that the instantaneous 
volatility parameter for stock prices follows a random mean-reverting process; an Omstein-
Uhlenbeck process, i.e. ^a(t)) 二 P ( c j _ s)，where (3 is the coefficient of mean reversion and s is 
the long-run average volatility. Note that if (3 is zero, a is a random walk and the 
unconditional variance for stock returns is infinite. Another distinction is that the author 
employs more than one type of options in constructing riskless hedge portfolio. This hedging 
portfolio consists of two options with different expiration dates plus stock to eliminate the two 
random terms. Unfortunately, this riskless hedge is not sufficient in deriving a unique option 
pricing function because the volatility is not a tradable asset. To acconqjlish this, two more 
assumqptions are imposed: instantaneous correlation between volatility and stock price is zero 
and the risk premium associated with da is also zero (i.e. the volatility risk of the stock is 
diversifiable). 
Estimates of option prices are produced from the method of Monte Carlo simulation. 
Parameters of the variance process are obtained from data of the stock returns by the method 
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of moments. Standard deviation, a, is estimated by miniiruziiig the sum of squared errors 
between the model and actual prices of at-the-money options. The remaining in-the-money and 
out-of-the-money options are then computed and compared with the actual prices. The same 
procedures are repeated with the BS model. At last, volatilities of both models are _ l i e d by 
the BS model. In this random variance model, its implied volatilities are very sensitive to the 
value of p used in the simulation; extreme variation is observed in the case of low values of p. 
3.1.2. Preference-considered Model 
When pricing options with the consideration of investor's risk preferences is contrast 
with the preference-free model. Imperfect correlation between return and volatility, and risk 
premium on return volatility are commonly found in these models. Arbitrage alone cannot 
derive an unique option pricing formula because investors' risk preferences camiot be 
neglected and volatility itself is not a traded asset. Hull and WMte (1987), Wiggins (1987) and 
Heston (1993) develop preference-considered models which allow return volatility follows a 
mean reversion process, i.e.双cr(t)) = (3(a - s). 
3.1.2.1. Wiggins (1987) 
Throughout his paper, he supposes that a hedge portfolio is constructed so that its 
return is uncorrelated with that of the stock and the representative agent has a log utility 
function. In spite of this setting, the presence of risk premium is still inevitable in the hedge 
portfolio consisting of stock and option. To determine this risk premium, two cases are 
considered: options on the market portfolio (aggregate wealth) and the individual stock. In the 
former case, the hedge portfolio, by definition, has a zero beta and zero excess expected 
return. Or we can say that the price of risk is zero, hence option pricing formula can be 
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obtained by using risk neutrality. In the latter case, though the hedge portfolio is uncorrelated 
with the stock, it will be correlated with the market. Market risk of hedge portfolio will only 
be eliminated if all the correlation between the stock's volatility and the market return come 
through the stock return. 
Stochastic volatility call option values are confuted from numerical method. Relative 
implied volatilities are studied by dividing each implied volatility by that of the at-the-money 
option with the same maturity. For p = 0, i.e. dzs and dza are independent Wiener processes, 
relative inqjlied volatilities are greater than one for both in-the-money and out-of-the-money 
options. For p < 0，i.e. (1¾ and dz^ are correlated negatively, relative implied volatilities are 
more than one for in-the-money calls and they rise with depth of in-the-money; however, an 
exactly opposite situation occurs for out-of-the-money calls. Adding a mean reversion factor 
induces the relative implied volatilities to get closer to unity and the absolute difference from 
one is a decreasing function of time to maturity. 
Parameters such as the mean reversion coefficient, the variance of volatility and the 
correlation between stock and volatiHty returns are estimated for two-, four- and eight-day 
volatility measurement interval. Relative implied volatilities of S&P 500 index option and 
IT&T options are comqputed based on these estimated parameters. For the two-day volatility 
measurement interval, one-month inqjlied volatility of S&P 500 -- an option on market 
portfolio -- is the smallest for at-the-money options reflecting the impact of the variance rate 
of the volatility on option values; the estimated correlation coefficient is negative which results 
in an increasing function of the stock-to-strike price ratio for three- and six-months relative 
implied volatilities; the mean reversion factor pulls the relative implied volatilities back to unity 
and this effect increases with time to maturity. For the other volatility measurement intervals, 
the estimated longer-maturity option values are similar as BS values. On the contrary, there is 
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little variation in implied volatilities for any measurement interval of the individual stock IT & 
T. Thus the random volatility has little empirical importance for listed stock options. 
3.1.2.2. Hull and White (1987) 
In the preference-considered economy, numerical solutions can also be obtained even 
when some of the assumptions are relaxed , The relaxed assumptions include: zero correlation 
between the Wiener processes - dzs and dz^ - and independence of volatility on price level. 
Qn one hand，when the volatility is positively correlated with the stock price, out-of-the-
money (in-the-money) options tend to price well above (below) the BS predicted prices. On 
the other hand, when the volatility is negatively correlated with the stock price, the situation is 
reversed. In addition, with all else being constant, near-the-money options with longer time to 
maturity have a lower prices than those of shorter time to maturity options. 
3.1.2.3. Heston (1993) 
The major difference of this paper from the above ones is that the instantaneous 
variance v(t) 二 (J2(t) follows a square-root process8, 
dv = a( m - v)dt + Vv dzv 
where m is the long-term mean of the variance, a governs the rate at which the variance 
converges to this mean, and ； reflects the volatility of the variance process. Volatility is 
allowed to have a correlation p with price level. With the assumption that the risk premium is 
proportional to the instantaneous variance, a closed-form solution could be obtained. 
8 The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck prcx e^ss [e.g., used by Scott (1987)] is as follows: 
do- = -5(CT - 0)dt + kdz0 
where 9 is the long-term mean of the volatility process a, 8 governs the rate of reversion to this mean, and k 
reflects the volatility of the volatility process. Heston has shown that the square of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
with 0 = 0 is a special case of the square-root process. With appropriate parameter values, this square-root 
process is always positive, accounts for mean reversion, and is mathematically tractable. 
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The distinction between the effect of stochastic volatility and the effect of p on option 
prices is discovered by contrasting prices of the stochastic volatility model with those of the 
BS model. The correlation parameter p affects only the skewness of spot return. When p is 
positive, out-of-the-money (in-the-money) option prices are increased (decreased) relative to 
BS predicted prices with comparable volatilities because a high variance is associated with a 
rise in price level. Without this correlation, stochastic volatility changes kurtosis only. The rise 
in 0 increases the kurtosis of spot return; this exerts an upward (downward) influence on 
prices of far-away-money (near-the-money) options. Normal distribution of spot returns is 
observed when both p and 0 are zero. 
3.2. Implied Trees 
Although a stochastic volatility con^onent is added in the bivariate difihsion models is 
added to account for the volatility smile, there is no guarantee that volatility can be hedged 
directly. Moreover, some stochastic volatility models with the consideration of investors' 
preferences depend on several additional parameters that must be estimated. An alternative -
inqjlied tree - is an arbitrage-free model that fits the smile, preference-free whicli avoids 
additional factors and can be used to value options from market option prices. Local volatiHty 
is revealed by the implied tree model because option prices calculated from this model fit the 
smile. American options and dividend payout options could also be priced using similar 
procedures as the standard binomial tree. 
3.2.1. Rubinstein (1994) 
In order to include a level-dependent volatility process in a binomial tree, two methods 
are available: letting the probabiHties vary throughout the tree or choosing the placement of 
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the nodes in a convenient way. Rubinstein has chosen the former method. He allows the risk-
neutral probabilities to be time and node dependent. Such flexibility permits the binomial tree 
to explain a volatility smile for a given maturity date. ITie approach he uses to value and hedge 
options involve three steps: first, estimate the ending risk-neutral probabilities; second， 
calculate the nodal risk-neutral transition probabilities from the ending nodal returns and risk-
neutral probabilities; third, infer the entire tree using the nodal risk-neutral probabilities. 
Ending risk-neutral probabilities are estimated by using one of the methods below: 
Longstaffs Method9，Shimko's Method10 or the Optimization Method. Using the ending 
nodal returns and risk-neutral probabilities plus additional assumptions, the risk-neutral 
transition probabilities at each node are derived. One of these assumption is that the binomial 
tree is recombining11. This guarantees nonnegative node transition probabilities, but neglects 
the actual time dependence of volatility on short maturity options. At last, the inqjlied binomial 
tree can be solved by working backwards recursively from the end of the tree. 
Rubinstein's imqplied binomial tree can be extended to have different node-dependent 
interest rates. Option prices with stochastic interest rates can be estimated if we know the 
different node-dependent interest rates which are exogenous to the model. Another extension 
is to relax the assuu^tion that all paths leading to the same ending node have the same risk-
neutral probability. Only path-dependent options have different risk-neutral ending 
probabilities in such case. They can be priced if all the nodal interior and ending probabilities 
are known in the tree. 
9 See Longstaff(1995) 
10 See Shimko (1993) 
11 The diffusion along any path connecting two given nodes bears the same probability. 
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3.2.2. Derman and Kani (1994) 
Similar to Rubinstein, their binomial tree contains a level-dependent volatility process 
because of employing the second tools -- relaxing the usual move-size assuir^tion to introduce 
extra degrees offireedonL Its advantage is matching the entire sequence of volatility smile, i.e. 
a VolatiHty curve across both maturities and strikes. In order to recover the entire tree, 
transition probabilities and future stock prices have to be estimated. Since both forward prices 
and option prices are known from the smile, two set of equations are applied to solve for these 
unknowns. 
In order to determine the nodes of the (n+l)th level from the nth level, 2n+l 
parameters should be defined, n+1 unlmown stock prices Si and n transition probabilities pi.12 
These 2n+l unknown parameters are solved by setting two set of equations. The first set is: 
Fi = piSi+i + (1 _ pi)Si i 二 0, 1，:•” n. 
where Ft is the forward price corresponding to the current stock price Si, Fj = erAtSi. The 
expected value, one period ahead, of the stock at any node (n，i) must be its known forward 
price because the implied tree is risk-neutral. The second set of equations expresses the values 
of n independent options, one for each strike Si, i.e. the known stock prices at the nth level, 
which will expire at the (n+l)th level. That is: 
n 
where is the Arrow-Debreu price at node (n,i). It is confuted by forward induction as the 
summation of all product of risklessly-discounted transition probabilities at each node in all 
paths from the root to the node (n，i). There are only 2n equations obtained from the above 
relationships, hence it is brqpossible to determine 2n+l parameters from 2n equations. Thus, an 
12 The subscribe i in parameters — Sj, pi -- denotes the ith node in the nth level. 
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additional assumption is needed which restricts the center of the implied tree coinciding with 
the center of the standard Cox-Ross-Rubinstein tree. 
To avoid arbitrage, each newly determined node's stock price must lie between the 
neighboring forwards from the previous level, that is Fi<Si+1<Fi+1. This restriction is iinposed 
to ensure the transition probabilities pi at any node to lie between zero and one. If it is 
violated, the estimated stock price will be overridden by a new stock price that keeps the 
logarithm spacing between this node and its adjacent node as same as the logarithm between 
the corresponding nodes at the previous level. 
3.2.3. Dupire (1994) 
Dupire develops a risk-neutral trinomial tree which captures both maturity and strike 
dependence of the smile. With the restriction to risk-neutral processes, martingale diffusions -
dx=b(x,t)dW -- is employed to obtain the formula of local volatility. The local volatility 
function at time t with a spot price S is: 
b(S,t) 
( 。 ) 二 " ^ ^ 
where b(S,t) can be obtained by the formula below which, in turn, is attained by differentiating 
the option price formula twice with, respect to strike K : 
b2(K,T)d2C dC 
where C(S,t,K,T) denotes an European call option price at time t with strike price K and 
maturity T; b(K,T) is at time T for a spot equal to K Since both and — can be obtained 
from the market smiles, the local volatilities can be computed readily from the formula. 
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Using the a b o v e formulae and European option prices with strikes equal to all the 
possible spot asset values and maturities corresponding to the time steps in the tree, the local 
volatility surface could be revealed. In practice, the associated "Arrow-Debreu prices”13, AD, 
are computed since the volatility process, that gives the observed smiles，determines the AD 
prices. As a trinomial tree has a larger number of degrees of freedom, node prices can be 
assigned in advance. Constructing the tree is reduced to determining the transition 
probabilities at each node which are risk-neutral probabilities and depend on both time and 
asset value. After both AD prices and transition probabilities are recovered, the entire implied 
tree can be spanned and option prices incorporated with volatility smile could also be 
confuted. 
13 Arrow-Debreu prices are the price today of a security which pays off $ 1 if a certain node in the tree is 
reached and none otherwise. 
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Chapter 4: A Remedy : the GARCH Option Pricing Model 
After a long development in bivariate diffusion models and implied trees, 
researchers switch their attentions to a new econometric technique - Generalized 
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) - to embody the volatility 
smile when pricing options. Indeed, the GARCH option pricing model is fundamentally 
different from tlie other option pricing models. Volatility processes are defined 
differently in their corresponding option pricing models: bivariate diffusion models and 
in^plied trees assume a stochastic volatiHty where the GARCH option pricing model 
assumes a conditional volatiHty. The difference between these two terms - stochastic 
volatility and conditional volatility - should be clarified first before any further 
discussion. 
In Taylor (1994), a t is a random variable of stochastic volatility at time t 
whenever the return process {Xt} follows the below equation: 
Xt= + crtUt where Ut �N(0，1). 
where Xt is the return of some asset at time " is a constant; Ut has a normal 
distribution and is independent and identically distributed. The stochastic process {at} 
will generate realized volatilities {at* } , whicli are in general not observable. 
The definition of conditional variance at time period t is: 
ht = var(Xt|It-i) 
where the conditional variance is based on a set of observed returns, It-i 二 {xi，x2,..., 
Xt_i}. It is noted that the variable ht, which generates the realized conditional variance 
ht*, does not equal to a t2 in general. The GARCH option pricing model converts past 
information into conditional variance and hence the variance rate is observable. 
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In most of the option pricing models, the basic assumption of asset price is that 
future asset price is unknown and unpredictable because of the efficient market 
hypothesis. The return process {Xt} assumed in bivariate diffusion models and implied 
trees in the above does not associate with the past history of asset price, but only with 
the current asset price; the Markov property14 possessed by this asset is consistent with 
the weak form efficient market hypothesis. On the contrary, conditional variance in the 
GARCH model is a linear function of its past squared disturbances and conditional 
variances; the GARCH option pricing model is non-Markovian, i.e. past information 
can predict future asset price. In fact, evidences show that volatility process of a 
financial asset is stochastic and has innovations with a slow rate of decay. These 
innovations are proved to have predictive power for volatility over many periods 
ahead. The GARCH option pricing model makes use of these evidences and embodies 
such innovations as one of its parameters in the conditional variance equation. This 
contrasts with most of the option pricing models associated with stochastic volatility --
innovations from prices cause volatilities in the GARCH models but not in the 
stochastic volatility models. Taylor (1994)15 has also stated this. 
With the appropriate GARCH models, their mean and variance equations can 
approximate to bivariate diSusion processes of asset price and return volatility. 
Therefore, bivariate difiusion models and implied trees, which assume bivariate 
14 An asset price is independent from its past history is called the Markov property. 
15 i) Prices change when information becomes available to a market, 
ii) The contemporaneous ARV* model states that, given Nt.i, how much the price has changed in 
period t-1 is irrelevant for determining future volatility and the number of future information items 
(Nt only depends on constants, Nt.i and £t), 
iii) In contrast, ARCH models imply that the magnitude of price changes partially determines future 
volatility and the number of future information items (Nt depends on NM, It-i, Mt and Mt.i). 
* In his paper, ARV model stands for the autoregressive random variance model in above. Nt, Mt and 
8t denote the information count, the mixing variable and the volatility residuals at time t respectively 
while It.i is the information set of all information up to and including time t-1. 
“ • • { ' J ” ，‘ ； .. • . / 
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diffusion processes, are special cases of the GARCH option pricing models. For 
instance, GARCH(1,1) is one of the appropriate models which has conditional mean 
and conditional variance as: 
Xt = Et-iXt + s t 
Gt2 = CO + a8t-i2 + pCTt-L2. 
Replacing s t with 0 ¾ 2 where has mean zero and variance one, the GARCH(1,1) 
model becomes 
a t 2 - at-i2 = [ o - (1- a - p)at-i2] + aa t . i 2 (^ i 2 - 1) , 
which approximates the diffusion process 
da2 二 [co* - 丫*a2]dt + a * a dz^. 
when E(dzcj)2 = dt，(0->G)*dt, (1 _ a 誦 P)~>y*dt and / 2 . When y* is greater 
than zero, the diffusion will exhibit mean reversion. It is not surprising to find out that 
co*, a* and y* are different from the true coefficients in the diffusion process because 
parameters of a continuous time function (diffixsion process) are approximated from 
those of a discrete time function (GARCH(1,1)). Another form of GARCH model 
which can also be reduced to diffusion processes is the exponential ARCH(1,0) model. 
The ex ante volati]ities of asset returns estimated from the GARCH model are 
commonly obtained in two methods. The first method inferences future volatility from 
the conditional standard deviation of historical market returns. The second one uses 
market prices of contingent claims to work out the future volatility. The latter method 
is better than the former one because market opinions about future volatilities over the 
remaining life of the option are incorporated. Engle and Mustafa (1992), and Duan 
(1995, 1996) are pioneers who adopt this method in estimating the volatility processes. 
: : : ¾ 觀 . . . . . . .、： . .： , . . . . . , . • . . . . . 
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1 Engle and Mustafa (1992) 
In their paper, it is assumed that return volatility process is approximately 
described by a GARCH(1? 1) model in the followiiig: 
st+i/st = (1+ rt) + at+i^t+i, ( ¾ } � i . i . d . N(0，1)， 
at+i2 = co + a W + (3at2 
where European call option price is a nonlinear fimction of stock price st, risk-free rate 
rh strike price K, and conditional variance o>+/，which are all known or observable at 
time t; and with the parameters co, a, p. The asset return is stated as the first equation 
since, in a risk-neutral economy, we can earn the risk-free rate at most. Using the 
Treasury bill rate for rt and the current estimate of from historical fit in a 
GARCH(1,1) model with a particular set of co, a, P, option prices can be simulated. 
The loss function is then generated from the sum of squared differences between the 
computed option prices qit and market prices Cit: 
Loss(co, a , P) = 2 ¾ 2 
where rjit = (qit - Cit). This loss function is minimized over the unknown parameters co, 
a , (3 to obtain the implied ARCH model16. 
This model is tested on the S&P 500 index option on June 1，1987. Daily 
closing prices of all call and put options with three different maturities June, July and 
September and strikes from 215 to 315 are taken. Apart from parameters of 
GARCH(1,1), the initial value of volatility should also be computed using information 
from the close on June 1 to predict the volatility on June 2. 
16 Though the implied stochastic volatility process is described by a GARCH(1,1) model, they call this 
model as implied ARCH model. 
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The con^arison of actual and fitted option prices indicates a rapid increase in. 
premium with time to maturity for out-of-the-money options but a slow increase for in-
the-money options. His model generally overprices call options while underprices put 
options. Besides, the sum of estimated parameter values in the conditional variance 
equation is less than but very close to unity. This illustrates that the effect of shocks on 
volatility seems to be permanent. Furthermore, the sum of squared pricing errors of the 
BS formula are also calculated for comparison. The minimized sum of squared errors 
in both models are: 
** Implied ARCH model Black-Scholes model 
CaS 8.769 21.611 — 
Put 5.49 3.487 
Jw^ 3.668 5.034 
July 2.929 3.136 
Sept 8.121 16.928 
Overall 14.718 25.098 
Table 1. Comparison between the sum of squared errors of the io^plied ARCH model 
and that of the BS model. 
Generally speaking, the implied ARCH model is preferred to the BS model. In 
the above table, the sum of squared pricing errors from the implied ARCH model are 
generally less than those of BS model, except for put options. The effect is more 
significant in the case of call options and long-life options. The overall performance of 
the implied ARCH model is much better than that of the BS model. 
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2Duan(1995, 1996) 
The model presented by Duan is different from the implied ARCH model 
employed by Engle and Mustafa since the volatility process is estimated as the 
conditional standard deviation of a non-linear asymmetric GARCH (NGARCH) model 
by Duan. The benefits of using the NGARCH model is that it takes account of the 
leverage effect, a negative correlation between asset returns and return volatilities. 
Together with the local risk-neutralization principle, the conditional mean can be 
replaced by the risk-free rate r because the model does not depend on preferences 
locally. Hence the pricing model follows the risk-neutralized probability: 
y i 
= r- ~crt+1 + crt+l^t+l 
a 艸 乂 ” 2 槐 - 0 - 对 
where 二 st+i + 义 is a standard normal random variable under the risk-neutralized 
probability distribution while st+i is a normal random variable which has a zero mean 
and unit variance. Both of them are conditional on the information set at time t. The 
parameter 2 is an unit risk premium for the asset, 6 captures the leverage effect and 
variable r is the risk-free rate. Notice that the estimation of parameters <9 and A cannot 
be separated. The original leverage parameter 9 and the risk premium parameter X 
jointly determine the 'leverage effect" in the locally risk-neutralized world. Again, 
market traded option prices are used as input for this GARCH option pricing model to 
fit the volatility smile cross-sectionally. 
The GARCH option pricing model is tested on the FTSE 100 index options. 
Prices for European call and put options of FTSE 100 are collected from the Financial 
Times on March 31, 1995. This time the parameters are estimated through minimizing 
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the sum of square residuals between the fitted GARCH volatilities and market-implied 
volatilities. He finds out that，on average, both the fitted GARCH volatilities and 
market-implied volatilities are around 15%. They differ only by 0.31%, around one 
standard error approximately. In addition, mean of the fitting errors, i.e. the difference 
between market and model implied volatilities, is only 0.0066%, which is a negligible 
bias. He also carries out a out-sample test. The four parameters p0, Pi，P2 and (0 + X) 
remains unchanged for evaluating the performance of the model after one week. 
However, Gx is allowed to adjust because conditional volatility is time-varying. In this 
forecasting case, the mean of fitting errors is -0.054% which is also small and 
negligible. The conditional volatility on April 7 is 13.58% with asset price 3217 which 
is smaller than that of on 31 March (14.64% with asset price 3137). This is consistent 
with the leverage effect that increasing asset price decreases volatility. 
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Chapter 5: Research Methodology and Data 
1.1 Coefficients estimation of GARCH option pricing models 
The objective of this essay is to test the applicability of the GARCH option 
pricing model (Duan, 1996) to the pricing of the Hang Seng Index option in Hong 
Kong. Although both NGARCH and standard GARCH models have taken the smile 
effect into account, the NGARCH is preferred to the standard GARCH in the Hong 
Kong case. The skewed volatility smile, which reflects different intact of good news 
and bad news on volatility, of the Hang Seng Index option in Figure 1 is a supporting 
evidence. The methodology described below is based on the procedures developed by 
Duan (1996). In addition, the superiority of the NGARCH(1,1) model to the standard 
GARCH(1,1) model is also investigated. 
Assuming that the volatility process is approximately described by the 
NGARCH(1,1) model: 
= r + Aat+1 -全 a2t+l + � + 1 ~ + 1 
c r 2 t + l = / 3 , + ^ + ^ ( 8 , - 0 ) 2 
where r is the risk-free rate and st+i is a standard normal random variable with respect 
to the physical probability; J3O, PI and /¾ must be greater than zero to ensure a positive 
conditional volatility; X is the unit risk premium for the index price St and 0 is the 
parameter measuring the leverage effect if it is positive. This is not a preference-free 
model since the expected rate of return depends on risk of the stock. 
Invoking the local risk-neutralization principle, the conditional mean is replaced 
with the risk-free rate. The NGARCH(1,1) is locally independent of preferences. 
17 Special thanks to Prof. Duan who has offered the simulation program used in his paper (Duan, 
1996). 
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丄 i ( 5 . 1 ) 
(T ^ = ^ + ^ + ^ ( ^ - ^ - ^ ) 2 (5.2) 
where 二 et+i + 义，is a standard normal random variable with respect to the risk-
neutralized probability. 
After assuming the generation of volatilities by the NGARCH(1,1) model, the 
next step is to determinate the coefficients in this model. The estimation procedures are 
divided into three steps. First, with some initial parameter values and initial volatility, 
index price at time t is simulated with volatility equivalent to conditional variance of 
NGARCH(1,1) at that time. This Monte Carlo simulation is repeated with 5000 
simulatioii runs each time until time to maturity. The value of the call option CK,T with 
exercise price X and time to maturity T is then computed for the realization of asset 
price at time T as followings: 
CK,T - exp(-rt[T - t])Et*[max{ST-X, 0}] 
where the expectation is taken with respect to the risk-neutralized probability. Second, 
the value of a loss function is estimated which provides a way to update the parameter 
values in the final step. The loss function is defined as: 
Loss(po, Pi, p2，（e + X ) ) = I > 2 
i K,T 
where p0, /¾ and (0 + X) are parameters of equations (5.1) and (5.2); tjkt is the 
difference between in^lied volatilities of GARCH option prices and market option 
prices with exercise price K and time to maturity T. Third, parameter values are 
updated by mininiiziiig the loss ftmction through the Newton-Raphson method. 
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The predictability of option prices of NGARCH(1,1) model is test with that of 
GARCH(1,1) model. I choose the GARCH(1,1) model used by Engle and Mustafa 
(1992). 
l n ^ = r + ( ¾ } � i i . d . N(0，1) (5.3) 
where 吞 is the risk-neutral probability. Although the local risk-neutralization principle 
has not been applied to this GARCH(1,1) model, it is still a preference-free option 
valuation model. The theoretical price of a European option on an asset with such, a 
stochastic volatility process is the discounted value of expected payoffs at the terminal 
date; the expected terminal payoffs are discounted at a risk-free rate and the 
expectation is taken by using the risk-neutral probability function. Similarly, 
coefficients of GARCH(1,1) model are estimated from the same steps as the 
NGARCH(1,1) model. 
Parameters of both GARCH models are estimated by minimizing the sum of 
squared differences between implied volatilities of market prices and model prices. 
These volatilities are implied from the BS model where option price, underlying asset 
price, risk-free rate，exercise price and time to maturity are needed as inputs. Except 
for option prices18，exercise price and time to maturity, the others are exposed to the 
measurement errors and market imperfection. The market imperfections such as 
transaction costs and liquidity of component stocks induce the market quoted index 
prices and risk-free rate deviating from the true values. Therefore, index prices and 
risk-free rate have to be derived from other relationship ~ the put-call parity. It is well-
18 Option prices denotes the market or model option prices. I assume the observed market prices are 
free of errors. 
.：麵 ^  .々..,...,7..:: 
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known that the put-call parity holds if transaction costs are taken into account. Excess 
profits from arbitrage opportunities are statistically insignificant. 
Before computing implied volatilities of market and model option prices, 
dividend-adjusted index value and risk-free rate should be estimated from the put-call 
parity. Similar procedures as in Shimko (1993) are employed. For a given maturity, the 
dividend-adjusted index and risk-free rate are estimated by regressing the difference 
between the call C(X,T) and put P(X,T) prices on a constant and the exercise prices X. 
C(X，T) - P(X,T) = SD(T) _ X*B(T) 
where the constant estimate SD(T) is the dividend-adjusted spot index and the estimate 
of B(T) represents the value of a zero-coupon bond per dollar of face value. 
1.2 Forecasting 
If the "smile" is consistently captured by a dynamic process before one can 
expect, not only an option pricing formula will be worked out, but also a workable 
hedging program will be put into place. Therefore, the out-of-sample performance of 
the GARCH option pricing model should be tested. In conducting the out-of-sanqjle 
analysis, the same procedures as in the estimation stage are carried out. Root mean 
squared error is the benchmark for evaluating the performance of the GARCH model. 
Computation of option prices is based on a set of predetermined coefficients Po, Pi, P2, 
(0 + X) and another set of option prices which is later than the set used in the 
estimation stage. The conditional volatility cr； is the only parameter which is allowed to 
change since it is time-varying even though it is fixed for all option on a given day. 
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2. The data 
In this chapter, the GARCH model is fitted into the daily closing prices of Hang 
Seng Index option from 28 Feb, 97 to 7 Mar，97. On each day, call and put prices of 
option contracts with the six most recent delivery months and strike prices from 12400 
t 0 14200 index points are collected from the Hong Kong Economic Times. Actually, 
eight delivery months are offered for each option of an asset. Since the trading volume 
of the two most distant contracts (Jun-98 and Dec-98) is little，only the first six 
contracts (Mar-97, Apr-97, May-97，Jun-97, Sept-97 and Dec-97) are selected. As 
shown in Table 2, the Hang Seng Index level is around 13400 on 28 Feb, 97. In order 
to select five in-the-money and out-of-the-money contracts on 28 Feb, 97, strikes start 
from 12400 with 200 point increment on next contract although the maximum range of 
strikes is 10000 to 14400 in some delivery months. Therefore, on a given day，the loss 
ftmction sums over more than fifty call options with maturity ranging from less than a 
month (March contract) to more than seven months (December contract). The closing 
prices ofthe call options from 28 Feb，97 to 7 Mar, 97 are listed in Table 3. to Table 8 
at the end of this chapter. 
The data is divided into two groups: short-dated options (Mar-97, Apr-97, Ma_ 
97) and long-dated options (Jun-97, Sept-97, Dec-97) where the short-dated options 
take account of more than 60% of trading volume on each day. The importance of 
information content embodied in long-dated options is tested by comparing the 
GARCH model fitted by both long- and short-dated options and the GARCH model 
fitted only by short-dated options. 
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Table 2. Summary on daily closing prices and trading volumes of Hang Seng Index 
from 28 Feb 97 to 7 Mar 97. 
“ ““Dai ly Closing Prices (index) Volume (contracts) 
HSI HSI futures Options Total short-dated Long-dated 
options options 
Feb 28“""“1339B.72; 1 3 2 7 0 “ “ 5154 44S6 668 “ 
Mar 3 13507.28 13485 3808 3564 244 
Mar 4 13450.08 13430 5151 4567. . . 584 
Mar 5 13410,26 13400 5603 4803 800 
Mar 6 13416.36 13440 4728 3031 1697 
Mar 7 13337.35 13328 4106 2868 1238 
Data source: the homepage of Hong Kong Futures Exchange. 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 6: Empirical Results 
1. Estimation of GARCH model by using historical data 
In chapter 5，two estimation methods of GARCH model are introduced: 
parameters of the GARCH model are estimated from either the historical market returns 
or the closing prices of options. Before testing the GARCH option pricing model on the 
Hang Seng Index option, both GARCH(1,1) and NGARCH(1,1) models are built by using 
daily index returns and index ftitures returns of the Hang Seng Index. I attempt to reveal 
the contour of the index return volatility process by estimating GARCH models using 
historical returns. Daily closing prices are extracted from the Datastream from 1 March 
1995 to 28 February 1997. 
The summary statistics of both returns shown in Table 9 present similar properties. 
First, mean ofboth returns are close to zero. Second, both skewness and kurtosis statistics 
are significant. The significant levels of the skewness statistic in both returns are 
approximately zero. Therefore both returns are skewed and have fat tails. Third, only the 
Q-statistics with 12 lags of the index return and squared index return are significant; and 
all Q-statistics of futures index returns are 5 % significant while only the Q-statistic with 
12 lags of the squared index futures return is 10 % significant. These results show that 
both index return and index futures return probably are serially correlated and have the 
GARCH effect. 
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Table 9. Summary statistics of return on the Hang Seng Index and its futures. 
" " Return of HSI Return of FHSI 
Mean 0.00095 0.00095 
Standard Error 0.01055 0.01220 
Skewness -0.63157(0.00000)** -0.37065 (0.00000)** 
Kurtosis 5.71085 (0.00000)** 3.66764 (0.00000)** 
Q(12) 22.8060 (0.02942)** 25.3966 (0.01305)**"" 
Q(24) 31.8355 (0.13112) 38.5104 (0.03072)** 
Q(36) 45.8886 (0.12505) 52.5198 (0.03706)** 
Q2(12) 21.7941 (0.03982)** 18.7035 (0.09594)* 
Q2(24) 23.9511 (0.46439) 22.8627 (0.52791) 
Q2(36) 30.5124 (0.72679) 31.0974 (0.70080) 
Note: Figures in parentheses are significant levels. ** and * denote that statistics are 5% and 10% 
significant, respectively. 
Although the underlying asset of the Hang Seng Index option is the Hang Seng 
Index, the GARCH models are built from returns of the Hang Seng Index futures; the 
reason wi]l be presented in the next section - estimation of the GARCH option pricing 
model. The GARCH models estimated are the same as those presented in chapter 5. The 
estimated parameters, with significant levels in parentheses, are: 
NGARCH(1,1)： 
1n Stfi/St 二 0.00954 + l/2at+i2 + at+i^t+i 
(0.00000) 
GtK2 = 0.01736 + 0.11599at2 - 0.40348at2(^t+i - 0.53237) 
(0.03109) (0.92273) (0.86705) (0.89073) 
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Q(12) = 23.1995 (0.02608)** Q2(12>= 19.0181 (0.08809)* 
Q(24) = 36.1440 (0.05315)* Q2(24) = 22.6522 (0.54040) 
Q(36) = 49.8433 (0.06228)* Q2(36) = 30.3232 (0.73502) 
Note: Figures in parentheses are significant levels. ** and * denote that statistics are 5% and 10% 
significant, respectively. 
GARCH(1，1): 
In St+i/St = 0.00098 + at+i^t+i 
(0.38532) 
c t+i2 = 0.01736 - 0.00324at2 - 0 .08626¾V � 
(0.11185) (0.99590) (0.97984) 
Q(12) = 25.2906 (0.01350)** Q2(12) 二 19.6621 (0.07375)* 
Q(24) = 38.4668 (0.03104)** Q2(24) == 23.2421 (0.50555) 
Q(36) = 52.4095 (0.03789)** Q2(36) = 30.4918 (0.72769) 
Note: Figures in parentheses are significant levels. ** and * denote that statistics are 5% and 10% 
significant, respectively. 
All Q-statistics of the errors in both GARCH models are highly significant whicli 
means that errors are not serially uncorrelated; and the Q-statistics with 12 lags of the 
squared error in both GARCH models are significant. This means the GARCH(1,1) and 
NGARCH(1,1) may not model the returns of the Hang Seng Index futures adequately. 
Additional parameters should be included in the models by making use of all the 
information available in predicting returns. Most of the estimated parameters in both 
niodels are not significant, except for the coefficient terms. Sums19 of the coefficients are -
19 Sum of coefficients are computed from the formula: Po+P i+p2* [ 1+(9+^)2]. 
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0.07214 and -0.38448 for GARCH(1,1) and NGARCH(1,1), respectively. The effect of 
shocks dies out gradually in both models because some of coefficients are far from one. 
2.1 Estimation of the GARCH option pricing model 
In Hong Kong, margin accounts have to be opened before any buy or sell of option 
contracts. Two kinds of margin accounts are available to investors: (1) cash account, 
investors could only hold a long position of options and full premium of options must be 
paid at the transaction; (2) margin accounts, long and short positions are possible and only 
part of option premium has to be paid. Investors negotiate with their brokers to determine 
which account they could open. Brokers have margin accounts in the clearing house of the 
Hong Kong futures exchange regardless their relationship with their clients - investors. 
The values of option held by these margin accounts are marked to market at the end of 
each trading day; profit (loss) is credit (debit) to these accounts. This market to market 
feature added to the options is called the futures-style margin system 
In Lieu (1990), he derives a new arbitrage-free option pricing equations with 
futures-style margining for option on futures contracts. Under the futures-style margining, 
the new relationship between put and call options on futures contract becomes: 
P(F(t), X, T) = C(F(t), X，T) + X - F(t) 
where F(t) is futures price at current time t, P(F(t)，X’ T) and C(F(t), X, T) are put and 
call options on futures with exercise price X and maturity T. In this new relationship, the 
risk-free rate is dropped. 
Although the Hang Seng Index option is not an option on futures contract, the 
new relationship is applicable to it. Nearly all risk-free rates obtained from the regression 
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of differences between a call and put options on exercise prices are zero. Instead of using 
the put-call parity, I employ the new relationship in computing the dividend-adjusted index 
level. This dividend-adjusted index level can be interpreted as the futures price with 
maturity same as the option. The regression results of this dividend-adjusted index is 
reported in Table 10. 
The estimated dividend-adjusted index level in the Mar-97 contract is exactly the 
same as the closing prices of the first position Hang Seng Index futures in Table 2 since no 
dividend will be paid in the remaining life of the Mar-97 contract. The market expectation, 
that the Hang Seng Index rises in the passage of time, is reflected in the fiitures prices. 
Hence the estimated dividend-adjusted index level is an increasing function of time to 
maturity. 
Table 10. Implied index futures prices of the Hang Seng Index options 
Mar-97 Apr-97 May-97 Jun-97 Sept-97 Dec-97 
Feb 28 13270 13270 13270 13305 13440 13520 
Mar 3 13485 13492 13492 13517 13655 13735 
Mar 4 13430 13437 13437 13462 13600 13680 
Mar 5 13400 13407 13407 13432 13570 13650 
Mar 6 13440 13447 13447 13472 13610 13690 
Mar 7 13328 13335 13335 13360 13498 13580 
Implied index fixtures prices are obtained by the put-call parity in below: 
p(F(t), X, T) 二 c(F(t), X, T) + X -F(t) where F(t) is the implied index futures prices expired at time t, 
c(F(t), X, T) and p(F(t), X, T) are call and put options on the index futures with exercise price X and time 
to maturity T. 
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The estimation of call option prices from the GARCH option pricing models are 
carried out twice in two data sets. The first data set is the daily closing prices of the six 
option contracts - Mar-97, Apr-97, May-97, Jun-97, Sept-97 and Dec-97; while the 
second data set is the first three contracts in the first set The estimated parameters are 
reported in Table 11 and Table 12 for the first data set and second data set, respectively. 
In Table 11，all the estimated parameters are positive to guaranteed a non-negative 
conditional variance. The sum of coefficients in the NGARCH model is less than one on 
all days in the sample period except for the date on 28 Feb, 97. On the contrary, it exceeds 
one on all days except for the dates on 4 and 7 Mar, 97. The sum of coefficient exceeding 
one means the conditional variance is infinite. Therefore the GARCH(1,1) model is not 
suitable in pricing the Hang Seng Index option. A more sophisticated model, such as 
integrated GARCH, should be used to explain this. For the sums，which are less than one, 
are commonly close to unity. This result is same as that ofEngle and Mustafa, and Duan. 
This means shocks to the conditional variance is persistent. An inverse relationship is 
found between the initial volatility ai and the Hang Seng Index is found after 4 March, 97; 
but this is not true for all days in the interval The root mean squared error (RMSE) of 
NGARCH model is smaller than that of GARCH model especially when sum of 
coefficients is less than one. This is one of the evidences that the NGARCH model is 
better than the GARCH model in pricing tlie Hang Seng Index option. 
In Table 12, the results is similar to Table 11. All the estimated coefficients are 
positive. Sum of coefficients of the standard GARCH model is more one than except on 4 
and 5 Mar, 97 while that of the NGARCH model is usually less than one except on 3 Mar, 
97. They are close to unity for most of the cases except for the standard GARCH model 
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on 4 Mar, 97. Once again, it is shown that NGARCH model is preferred in pricing the 
Hang Seng Index options because the root mean squared error is much less than that of 
the standard GARCH model. 
When I examine the patterns of implied volatility on 28 Feb, 97 in Table 13，both 
GARCH option pricing models fit the smile pattern into the option prices quite well 
because most of the implied volatilities predicted from the models are close to the actual 
implied volatilities within two standard error; except for the in-the-money options o f the 
Mar-97 contract. When the model predicted implied volatilities are compared with the 
actual implied volatilities, different systematic patterns are found in each GARCH option 
pricing model. The standard GARCH model commonly underestimates implied volatility 
of in-the-money options and overestimates implied volatility of out-of-the money options. 
In the case of NGARCH models, it underestimates implied volatility of all options with 
maturity less than 200 days; in the last two contracts, it overestimates and underestimates 
implied volatility of in-the-money options and out-of-the-money options, respectively. 
Similar patterns of implied volatility predicted from both GARCH option pricing models 
are found for the days other than 28 Feb, 97 in the sample period (Le. 3 Mar, 97 to 7 Mar, 
97). 
In the Tables 14 to 16, the sum of squared difference between the fitted implied 
volatility and the actual implied volatility are compared; the fitted implied volatility is the 
volatility of the GARCH option prices implied by the BS model whereas the actual implied 
volatility is the volatility of market option prices implied by the BS model It is obvious 
that the NGARCH model prevails the GARCH model since squared differences of all 
kinds options and the total sum of squared difference of the NGARCH model is smaller 
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than those of the GARCH model in both sets of data. In addition, the sum of squared 
differences with sum of coefficients less than one is smaller than that with sum of 
coefficients more than one. 
The estimation results of both GARCH models based on the first data set are 
reported in Tables 14 and 15. It is shown that the sum of squared differences of in-the-
money options are larger than those of out-of-the-money options in both models. They are 
also larger for short maturity options. When the squared differences of the first three 
contracts and those of the remaining three contracts are summed, respectively, the first 
sum is greater than the second sum. Model option prices with shorter maturity commonly 
deviate from market prices in a greater extent. This is also found in the BS model. The 
results of the estimation based on only the first three contracts are summarized in Table 
16. There is no systematic relationship found between in-the-money and out-of-the-money 
options. Their sum of squared differences are very similar. The smallest sum of squared 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the above tables, it is obvious that the NGARCH model is better than the 
GARCH model. Thus only the forecasting performance of the asymmetric GARCH option 
pricing model is examined. The parameters of the forecasting analysis are equivalent to 
those estimated from option closing prices on 3 Mar, 97 because this is tlie first set of 
parameter values that their sum is less than one. The first row in Table 17 is the in-sample 
estimation results wMe the others are the forecasting results. 
It is not surprising that fitting error is commonly larger in forecasting analysis and 
it increases with the number of forecasting interval. However, the root mean squared error 
(RMSE) of tlie out-sample estimation is eight times larger than the RMSE of the in-
sample estimation and also rises with time. Therefore Duan's GARCH option pricing 
model is subject to a large forecasting error in the case of Hang Seng Index options. On 
the contrary, it still preserves the characteristics of leverage effect possessed by the Hang 
Seng Index option when it is used to forecast their prices. The initial volatility has a more 
precise inverse relationship with the index level in the forecasting analysis: it declines as 
the index level rises and vice versa. 
When the forecasting implied volatilities are compared with the actual implied 
volatilities on 4 Mar 97 in Table 18，the differences between these two implied volatilities 
are less than two standard errors; and these differences increase with time to maturity. 
Prices predicted from this asymmetric GARCH option pricing model are overestimated for 
all options with maturities less than two months and underestimated for all options with 
maturities more than three months. For options with maturities more than two months but 
less than three months, the pricing model overprices in-the-money options and underprices 
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out-of-the-money options. Although the forecasting implied volatility deviates from the 
actual implied volatility by less than two standard errors, the deviation in magnitude is 
quite significant. One standard error ( � 0 . 0 5 ) is about 25 % of the actual implied volatility 
( � 0 . 2 ) . Therefore the asymmetric GARCH option pricing model is not good at 
forecasting the Hang Seng Index option prices. 
Table 17. The results of forecasting analysis 
R M S E ~ 
漸 3 | 、 0 , 2 0 6 9 . , 、 > ； 0 , 0 0 6 1 
Mar4 0.2888 0.0506 
Mar 5 0.2854 0.0513 
Mar 6 0.2777 0.0533 
Mar 7 0.2779 0.0539 
RMSE denotes the root mean squared error of implied volatility. 
ai and RMSE are estimated from the estimated parameters of NGARCH model based on the closing 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 7: Conclusion 
It is well-known that volatility of asset return is not a constant. On the 
contrary, it commonly exhibits a systematic pattern across strike price and time to 
maturity; and it also varies with time. This volatility pattern is called the Volatility 
smile' . Sometimes this smile is skewed because of the 皿explainable leverage effect; it 
has an inverse relationship between the asset price level and volatility. The newly 
developed asymmetric GARCH (NGARCH) option pricing model could incorporate 
this two factors in pricing options. 
In the sanqjle period, the asymmetric GARCH(1,1) option pricing model fits 
the smile quite well into the Hang Seng Index option prices because the model 
predicted in^plied volatilities are close to the actual inqjlied volatilities within two 
standard error. Moreover, I find out that the asymmetric GARCH option pricing model 
is better than the GARCH model in pricing the Hang Seng Index option in the sample 
period. Thus leverage effect is an important factor in pricing Hang Seng Index options. 
Unfortunately, this model is not preferred in pricing the Hang Seng Index 
option when the sum of coefficients in the conditional variance equation is greater than 
one; theoretically, this means the GARCH model is either misspecified or the volatility 
process is unknown; empirically, the above results show that estimation error is 
commonly larger. In addition, this option pricing model does not perform well in the 
out-sample analysis. The forecasting irtqjlied volatilities greatly deviate from the actual 
ijmplied volatilities in magnitude although the deviations are less than two standard 
error. According to these reasons, the asymmetric GARCH(1,1) option pricing model 
is not recommended in pricing the Hang Seng Index options. 
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The comments above are only indicative, but not conclusive. Since the sample 
period is only one week, we cannot tell whether its pricing performance is same as 
above in longer period of time. Besides a sophisticated model such as integrated 
GARCH or GARCH models with higher orders is needed in modeling the Hang Seng 
return volatility process. This is supported by the estimation results of the GARCH 
models using historical return series. I find out that errors from GARCH(1,1) and 
NGARCH(1,1) are serially correlated and squared errors have GARCH effect. Thus, 
higher orders should be included in the GARCH models. In addition, sum of 
coefficients，which are greater than one, is an evidence of long run effect. Hence, 
integrated GARCH models should also be considered. 




Chapter 1: Introduction on Barrier Options 
The existence of exotic options has been in the market for quite a number of 
years, almost 30 years to date. Down-and-out call option, a member of the barrier 
option family, is the first exotic option available in over-the-counter (OTC) market in 
the United States since 1967. The up-and-out put began to emerge as a significant 
OTC product in the late 1980s when Nikkei-linked bonds embedded with short 
position of European up-and-out puts were very attractive to Japanese investors. 
Exotic options are so popular nowadays because they are more flexible and cheaper 
than standard options. Researches switching attention from standard options to exotic 
options is inevitable. This essay aims at the introduction of the long-existed exotic 
option -- barrier option. 
This essay is mainly composed of four parts. In the first chapter, four basic 
types of barrier options are introduced and the special relationship between knockin 
and knockout options are described. Different pricing models and hedging strategies of 
barrier options are presented in the second and third chapter. Finally, the effect of 
different parameters on an down-and-out put is examined in the last chapter. 
1. Four basic barrier options 
Barrier option is very similar to standard option except in the part that the 
barrier option is activated (replaced by a standard option) or expired worthless 
(extinguished) when the current stock price has touched some certain barrier. Payoff of 
the barrier option is dependent on whether price level of the underlying asset has 
reached a certain level during the option's life time. There are many different types of 
barrier options traded in the OTC market every day. The four basic types of barrier 
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options are up-and-in, down-and-in, up-and-oiit and down-and-out which can either be 
a call or a put，with or without a rebate. A rebate is a fixed amount of money to 
compensate the holder if the barrier is reached in the case of out-banier or not reached 
in the case of in-b arrier. 
• Up-and-In: the option expires worthless unless the barrier H is reached from below 
before expiration date. If the asset price S crosses the line S = H at some time 
before expiration date, the option becomes a standard option with payoff max(S-K, 
0) for an up-and-in call and max(K-S,0) for an up-and-in put where K is the strike 
price. Otherwise, their payoffs are the rebate. 
• Down-and-in: it is similar to an up-and-in barrier option except the barrier H has to 
be reached from above before expiration date. 
• Up-and-out: it is a standard option which ceases to exist if the asset reaches the 
barrier at any time before the end of the option. Once the asset rises above the 
barrier, then value of the asset held by the investor becomes zero, no matter what 
asset level is at the expiration date. 
• Down-and-out: it is very similar to an up-and-out option except that it ceases to 
exist if the asset level falls below the barrier. 
2. In and Out parity 
There exists a special relationship between 'in' and 'out' options. An European 
in-option plus an European out-option must equal a standard option if they have the 
same barrier, exercise price, and expiration date. This is only true for barrier options 
without rebate. In the case of an 'in' option, the rebate is received only until expiration 
date if the ‘in’ option has never been activated. For an 'out' option, rebate is received 
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once tlie barrier is hit. The rebate is received at a random time. This is very similar to 
the nature of an American option. Therefore the in-and-out parity cannot be held for 
barrier options with rebate. 
In following paragraphs, the in-and-out parity is examined by using a down-
and-out and down-and-in calls. The hypothesis "a down-and-out call plus a down-and-
in call is equivalent to a standard call option" is examined. Suppose the ‘in，，‘out，and 
standard call options are European and they have the same underlying asset, expiry 
date, and strike price; for the two barrier options, they have the same barrier. 
Considering the following two portfolios: 
* Portfolio A: One European down-and-in call option plus one European down-
and-out call option, 
* Portfolio B: One European call option. 
Two scenarios are considered and summarized in the below tables. In the first, 
scenario, the barrier is never hit from above; the dowa-and-in call has not been 
activated and expires worthless; but the down-and-out call exists as a European call till 
the expiration date. In the second scenario, the barrier is hit before expiration; the 
down-and-in call is activated and the down-and-out call is expired worthless when the 
asset crosses the barrier from above. Hence, at any time, there is only one barrier 
option activated: either the 'in' or 4out' option. As they are equivalent to a standard 
call when they are activated, the portfolio consisting both European ‘in, and 'out' 
options with the same strike price, barrier and maturity equals an European call option. 
For the case of up-and-in and up-and-out options, the validity of the In and Out Parity 
can be proved by similar procedures for either put or call options. 
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Table 1. Summaries of the two portfolios in two different scenarios. 
Scenario I : Asset price never crosses the barrier before expiration. 
——… i ^atus at any time before expiration 
Portfolio A : i Down-and-in call expires worthless 
I Down-and-out call European call 
\ Total I Ewop^sox call . -
Portfolio B : ！ European call European call 
Scenario n： Asset price crosses the barrier from above before expiration. 
Status just after barrier is hit 
Portfolio A : ! Down-and-in call European call 
I Down-and-out call expires worthless 
: ： " j 父 / ； Total j .: Burop^aw. ca l � . � ? � � 
Portfolio B : I European call European call 
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Chapter 2. Pricing Models 
1. Analytical models 
The published analytical solutions for the barrier option price are found in Cox 
and Rubinstein (1985), Rubinstein and Reiner (1991) and Wilmott, Howison and 
Dweynne (1995). Analytical solution of a down-and-out call (without adjustment for 
payouts) found in Cox and Rubinstein (1985) is shown as the followings: 
DOC = SN{x) 一 Kr~f N(x - a^t) 一 N(y) 一 Kr~f ( 县 ) � + 2 N(y 一 ajt)] 
Jti ri , 
+ 风 + ( 臺 帅 u ) ] 
logr 1 
where q = — + ~ 
(7 2 
l o ^ s r ^ r-




In the above formula, it is assumed that both the knock-out boundary H and the rebate 
R are constant throughout the life of the option; the spot price S and the exercise price 
K have to be greater than the knock-out boundary H. 
It is obvious that the price of a down-and-out call is composed of three parts. 
The first part is the value of an ordinary European call, the second part is the reduction 
of value due to the early cancellation feature of the down-and-out call and the last part 
is the value of the rebate. An up-and-out put formula can easily be derived by 
substituting -S, -K and -H for S, K and H respectively in the above formula; and all 
terms of the form N(z) are replaced with N(-z). Note that now S and K must be less 
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than or equal to H. By using the In-and-Out Parity, down-and-in and up-and-in options 
are priced as the subtraction of down-and-out and up-and-in prices from standard 
option, respectively. 
Unfortunately, the assunqjtions of continuous trading and constant volatility 
inqjosed in these analytical models are unrealistic for actual trading of barrier options. 
Barrier option is volatility sensitive and monitored discretely in the real world. 
Therefore sophisticated models which incorporate the above two criteria are needed. 
2. Tree models 
Apart from analytical solution, Cox-Ross-Rubinstein (1979) (CRR) binomial 
option pricing formula can also be enqjloyed to price barrier options. Though it is a 
useM tool for standard options, it gives inaccurate prices and errors are biased 
towards a particular direction. This is discussed by Boyle and Lau (1994), and 
Derman, Kani, Ergener and Bardhan (1995). Besides, barrier option priced by the 
analytical formula above is biased. Discrepancy is induced by one of the unrealistic 
assumptions — continuous monitoring. This is examined and solutions are given in Kat 
and Verdonk (1995). 
2.1. Boyle and Lau (1994) 
Barrier options can be priced naively by using the CRR binomial tree in which 
nodes beyond the barrier are assigned zero payoff. The fact that barrier generally lies 
between two adjacent layers of nodes of the tree reduces the convergence speed and 
induces a persistent bias To correct this bias, we should arrange the number of time 
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steps of the tree so that a horizontal layer of nodes is just beyond the barrier and as 
close as possible to it. 
They report bias in down-and-out and down-and-in call option prices which are 
priced by tlie CRR binomial tree. Their results show that the down-and-in call option 
prices converge very erratically and their values always lie below the continuous-time 
limit Even with a large number of time step n, the model prices are still far from the 
true values. For example, when n = 800，the naive binomial value for a one-year barrier 
option is 5.052 while the true value is 5.661. The reported error is more than ten 
percent. The situation is similar for down-and-out call options, except that their values 
always stay above the continuous-time limit. 
la order to minimize this bias, the number of time step n should be selected 
carefully. The barrier H commonly lie between the asset price S after m down junqjs 
and the asset price after (m+1) down jumps, thus 
Sd m >H>Sd m + 1 
where d is the downward jump and d = exp(-cV^). The adjusted barrier should be 
close to but just above a layer of the horizontal nodes in the tree，hence the number of 
time steps n is selected as the largest integer which is smaller than 
m2(j2T 
F(m) = ^ m 二 1, 2，3 … 
(log*)2 
The value of n is the number of the price move so that after m down jumps，the 
nodal price is just beyond the barrier. In addition, the above formula is the same for an 
"up" option where H > S. 
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2.2. Kat and Verdonk (1995) 
They point out the specifications of the actual barrier option contracts do not 
match with those of the contracts studied by the academics. One major difference is the 
academic assume the underlying asset price is monitored continuously while the 
practitioners assume discrete monitoring. With a discrete monitoring, a barrier hit or 
crossing may be missed sometimes; the price of knock-out option tends towards the 
price of an equivalent standard option and the price of knock-in option tends towards 
zero. Even with a high frequency monitoring, there may still be a significant difference 
between the true value and the analytical price. 
To correct the above problems, the procedures suggested by Boyle and Lau 
(1994) are used to price discretely monitored barrier options. After a careful study, the 
binomial price converges to the Monte Carlo price of barrier option with enough time 
steps; this Monte Carlo price tends to be the average value of the binomial tree prices 
just before and just after a jump. The next step is the determination of the number of 
time steps where the jimq) happens. Using a similar formula as of Boyle and Lau: 
2 2 RR, 
, m (j T 
N(rn) = ^ m 二 1，2，3,… 
(M 云 ) ) 2 
where a2T is a return variance and N(m) is the total number of time steps required for 
the underlying price S to reach the chosen barrier H in exactly m upward or downward 
junqjs. The appropriate choice of number of time step N(m)* is the largest integer 
smaller than N(m). Therefore the Monte Carlo price V estimated is: 
V = -V[N(m)*] + -V[N(m)*+l] 
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where V[N(m)*] and V[N(m)*+l] denote the binomial tree price just before and after 
the jump, respectively. Increasing the number of time steps decreases the difference 
between the binomial tree price and corresponding Monte Carlo price at the expense of 
running time. Thus, the choice of m is a trade-off between computing time and stability 
of the binomial tree. In addition, they find out that the difference is the greatest if the 
barrier is close to the underlying price. The binomial tree prices may not be accurate 
wken underlying price is close to barrier. 
2.3. Dennan, Kani) Ergener and Bardhan (1995) 
The slow convergence of binomial tree method for barrier options is explained 
by two sources of errors: the stock price quantization error and option specification 
error. Stock price quantization is an unavoidable error because the lattice "quantifies" 
the stock price and the observed time once the binomial tree is enqjloyed to price 
options. The second type of inaccuracy occurs because the barrier level of the option 
d o e s n o t coincide with one layer of available nodal prices. This is discussed extensively 
by Boyle and Lau (1994), and Kat and Verdonk (1995). 
In order to correct the specification error for barrier options, a method called 
the modified barrier method is suggested by them. Consider a five-years barrier option 
with barrier level at 125，strike at 70 and the spot price is 100. If we confute the 
barrier option price using the effective barrier level as in the figure below, the 
computed values at the first set of tree nodes just inside the specified barrier will be 
incorrect. However, since the distance between the specified barrier and the effective 
barrier level is small, the option value with specified barrier is approximated by first 
order Taylor expansion. 
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Figure 1. The payoff of a five-year up-and-out call struck at 70 with knockout barrier 
at 125. 
The modified barrier method consists of three steps. First, the option is valued 
by backward induction from the effective barrier to get the derivatives with respect to 
stock price at each node on the effective barrier. Second, these derivatives are used at 
each level of the tree in a first-order Taylor series to obtain modified barrier values for 
the option. Finally, the correct option is valued by backward induction from the 
modified barrier values. 
3. Models with changing volatility 
The effect of changing volatility in pricing barrier is shown by a numerical 
example in Brenner (1996). He examines the binomial tree model proposed by Boyle 
and Lau (1994)，which is based on the standard, constant parameter, and lognormally 
distributed asset price process. He allows the volatility generates from two different 
types of volatility curves: an increasing volatility curve and a decreasing volatility 
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curve. The option prices deduced from these volatility curves are compared with the 
option price with constant variance in which the constant variance is the average 
variance over the life of the former options. He investigates the intact of volatility 
curve on a knockout call option with the setting : the asset price follows a lognormal 
distribution, the initial price is 95, the barrier level is 90，the strike price is 100, the 
continuously conqjoimded interest rate is 10 percent and the maturity equals one year. 
The volatility for the constant-parameter formula is 25 percent. 
In the case of increasing volatility curve, the knockout price is greater than the ’ 
price from the constant-parameter formula for any level of volatility, Initially, the asset 
price moves closely to its drift and moves away from the barrier because the initial 
volatility is low at the begnming. The chance of hitting the barrier is reduced. Wlien the 
option is close to its maturity, increased volatility allows the option to finish deep in-
the-money at a higher probability. 
On the contrary, the decreasing volatility curve results in a lower value of 
knockout price. Similar arguments as above also explain the results. In the case of 
decreasing volatiHty curve, it is possible to locate a volatility level at whicli the 
constant-parameter formula would give a correct price. However, this "correct" 
volatility level is far away from the realistic one. Moreover, deltas of these volatility 
curves are quite dUSerent from that of the constant-parameter. 
Consequently it is necessary to use option pricing models associated with 
changing volatility to price barrier options: Rubinstein (1994)，Derman and Kani 
(1994) and Dupire (1994). 
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Chapter 3: Hedging of Barrier Option 
Since writers of option face the problem of unlimited downside risk, they hedge 
options with different instruments such as underlying assets, futures and traded 
options. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of parameters, such as delta, gamma, theta, rho 
and vega, varies as time and market conditions change. Thus sophisticated hedging 
methods are needed especially at the time when spot price is close to the barrier. In the 
following discussion, I will concentrate on discussing the delta and gamma hedging of 
barrier options. 
1. Dynamic hedging 
Dynamic hedging is the other i^ame of delta hedgnig- In Hull (1993),the delta of 
a derivative security, A, is defined as the rate of change of its price with respect to the 
price of its underlying asset. It is the slope of the variation of option price with the 
asset price. Tkereforje its formula is: 
A ^ 
A = — 
where C is price of the call option and S is the price of the underlying asset. 
The delta of a call option means that when the underlying asset changes by a 
small amount, the option price changes by about A percent of that amount. For 
example, if a writer sells a option contract which buys N shares at expiration date, 
his/her position could be hedged by buying AxN shares. The gain or loss in the option 
position would be offset by the loss or gain in the stock position. This is called delta 
neutral because the delta of the underlying asset position offsets the delta of the option 
position; the delta of net position is zero. Unfortunately, this delta neutral position only 
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remains constant for a relatively short period of time because delta changes as asset 
price and time vary. Hence, hedge portfolio has to be adjusted periodically. This is 
called rebalancing. 
Limitations of Dynamic Hedging 
Transaction cost makes delta hedging expensive because it involves selling and 
buying underlying asset. Therefore, rebalancing can only be done in discrete time 
interval. Sometimes the portfolio is not adjusted even though it is not delta neutral 
because transaction cost is costly. 
The delta-neutral strategy represents only a linear approximation to the option 
price and primarily hedges or replicates first-order price risk. Further adjustment of the 
delta-neutral takes account for higher-order and non-directional effects. Therefore the 
dynamic hedging contains substantial risks owing to the non-linear behavior of the 
option and the effect of different parameters is different from the effect of the 
underlying asset price on the option. In order to hedge for the curvature of option 
price variation, static hedge is one of the methods. 
2. Static hedging 
Static hedge is a method of option replication. The objective of option 
replication is to create payoff that is the same as the payoff of the target option. Once a 
static hedge is constructed, there is no need to rebalance the portfolio dynamically; as a 
result, no additional transaction cost is incurred. Particularly, it is suitable for hedging 
exotic high-gamma options which would otherwise require frequent and costly 
dynamic adjustment. 
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2.1 Bowie and Carr (1994) 
They introduce a static hedging strategy using standard options. An assimq)tion 
of zero carrying cost are used for foreign exchange options. This means domestic and 
foreign interest rates are equivalent over the option's life. They study a down-and-in 
call foreign exchange option with no rebate. Three different cases are then considered. 
• the barrier level is equal to the strike price 
This is the easiest case, the sale of a down-and-in call is hedged by going long a 
standard put witli the same underlying asset, time to maturity and strike price as the 
barrier option. If the spot price does not hit the barrier level, both down-and-in and 
standard put will expire worthless. Otherwise, when the spot price touches the barrier 
from above before expiration date，a standard call is bought by selling the standard put. 
Standard call price equals to standard put according to put-call parity. 
C(K) + KerT = P(K) + Se"rfT 
in this case S == K and r = rf, hence : 
C(K) + KerT = P(K) + KerT 
C(K) = P(K) 
Therefore, buying a standard put at the initial stage is an exact hedge for writing a 
down-and-in call. 
To deal with the more difficult cases where the barrier is different from the 
strike price, more assumptions are needed. In addition to the zero carrying cost, 
fiictionless market, no arbitrage, constant interest rates r and if, and the spot price S 
which obeys geometric Brownian motion with a constant volatility are also assumed. 
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• the barrier level is below the strike price 
The same strategy as the previous case can also be used, but now the down-
and-in call is out of money when the spot price touches the barrier level. Hence a 
standard put is no longer equals a standard call. A "put call symmetry" is developed by 
Carr in order to deal with this problenL According to "put call symmetry", the put 
strike is chosen so that the geometric mean ofthe call and put strikes is the barrier, and 
the number of puts chosen is the ratio of distances to the respective strikes when the 
spot is at the barrier. Therefore the reflection of the payoff from a call struck at K 
，when the spot is at H, is the payoff from K/H number of puts struck at H /K If the 
spot price never touches the barrier level, both standard call and put expire worthless. 
On the contrary, if the spot price touches the barrier before expiration, the K/H puts 
struck at H2/K have the same value as one call struck at K 
• the barrier level is above the strike price 
In this case, the knock-in call has positive intrinsic value at the barrier. To dealt 
with this intrinsic value, a down-and-in bond is developed. A down-and-in bond is a 
security that pays $1 at expiration if and only if the underlying asset touches the barrier 
prior to expiry. This down-and-in bond can be synthesized from using standard and 
binary puts. To synthesize a down-and-in bond with barrier H, an investor should buy 
two binary puts struck at H and write 1/H standard puts struck at H. However, the 
binary put is more efficiently replicated using standard puts struck just above and 
below H, less binary puts are traded if we replace them with an average of puts struck 
just above and below EL Therefore a down-and-in bond can hedged with a lot of puts 
struck just above and below H. The hedging strategy is as below: 
DIB(H) = lim[A2 - + V Iim[« + 击 厚 “ 去 ] 
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where DIB(H) is the down-and-in bond struck at H and P[K] is the standard put 
option struck at K 
The initial sale of a down-and-in call with strike K and barrier H is hedged by 
going long H-K down-and-in bonds and long one standard put strike at K The down-
and-in bonds are purchased to provide the intrinsic value of the down-and-in call at the 
barrier while the standard put is purchased to provide the time value of the call at the 
barrier. 
Another use of this down-and-in bonds is the hedging of rebate associated with � 
knock-in options. A rebate R attached to a knock-in options is synthesized by going 
long R standard bonds paying $1 at expiry and shorting R down-and-in bonds. 
2.2. Derman, Ergener and Kani (1995) 
They develop a different option replication method by using standard options 
with varying strikes and maturities to construct a portfolio. Weights of options in the 
portfolio are fixed and will not adjust throughout the life of portfolio. Their method 
relies on the binomial tree method of option valuation. The binomial tree method 
consists of three components: (1) the risk-neutral binomial tree, a tree of stock prices 
constrained so that the mean stock price grows with time like the forward stock price; 
(2) the boundary conditions, the values of option determined by its terms on some 
nodal boundary in the future; (3) the backward equation, the formula for computing all 
earlier option values from the boundary option values by moving backward down the 
tree. Among the above three components, only the boundary condition differs from 
security to security. If two different portfolios have the same boundary values and give 
the same cashflows inside the boundary, they will have the same values everywhere 
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inside the boundary. Therefore a static replication constructs a portfolio of securities 
with the same net values on the boundary and the same net cashflows inside this 
boundary as the target option. 
They show how the static replication works for an up-and-out call. They 
assume that interest rates and stock dividend yields are zero. The boundary is the 
collection of nodes on the out-barrier and at expiration. The expiration boundary is the 
collection of nodes in which the stock price reaches expiration without touching the 
barrier. The out-barrier boundary is the barrier level. An ordinary call with the same � 
strike price with the up-and-out call will produce the same values as the up-and-out 
call at e?qpiration but different values on the out-barrier. Therefore calls with strikes on 
or above that boundary with earlier expirations should be added to the static 
replication portfolio. On boundary above the current stock price, i.e. up options, calls 
with strikes on or above that boundary with earlier expirations are needed to be used. 
Similarly, on boundaries below the current stock price, i.e. down options, puts with 
strikes on or below that boundary must be used. All the position of securities in the 
static replication portfolio must be closed out if the spot price hits any boundary. 
Limitations of Static Hedging 
The assim^ptions in Bowie and Can's paper are unrealistic. Zero carrying cost, 
constant interest rates, frictionless market and constant volatility cannot be found in 
the real world. Hence their hedging strategy is not preferred to hedge for gamma. 
In the paper of Derrnan, Ergener and Kani (1995), they have conqjared the 
value of replicating portfolio with the theoretical value of the target option. They 
showed that the percentage mismatch is the largest when the spot price is close to 
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barrier and near expiration. The percentage mismatch is 300% if seven options are 
used in the replication portfolio while it is 100% if twenty five options are used. 
Besides, the replication portfolio would only have exactly the same value as the target 
option at all times and all spot prices，as long as interest rates, volatilities and other 
parameters that appear in the model has not changed during its life time. Adjustment is 
still necessary if any of these parameters have changed. Therefore this hedging method 
is reliable only if the replicating portfolio consists large number of options, it is 
adjusted according to the variation of parameter and the underlying asset price of the 
target is far from the barrier level. 
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Chapter 4: Examination of a Down-and-Out Put Option 
After discussing the pricing models and hedging strategies of barrier options, 
the effect of different parameters on European down-and-out option and its delta are 
studied; these option prices and deltas are conqjared with those of the corresponding 
standard option. Option prices and deltas are computed by the Black-Scholes model 
and the implied tree model developed by the Goldman Sachs. The underlying asset of 
the down-and-out and standard options is Nikkei 225 index. Values of necessary 
� 
parameters are given in Table 2. Although five inputs are needed when option prices 
are confuted, only the effect of underlying asset price and time to maturity are 
investigated. 
1. The effect of parameters on option prices 
In Table 3，we can see that the price difference between down-and-out and 
standard put options increases as the spot price decreases until it reaches the barrier. 
For spot price less than the barrier level, the option price of the down-and-out put is 
zero because it is worthless once the barrier level is reached. The declining spot price 
increases the probability of hitting the barrier. Thus option price of knockout put drops 
faster than that of standard option. This is clearly shown in Figure 1. 
After the investigation of down-and-out put prices with spot prices, the effect 
of time to maturity on the barrier price curve is also analyzed. Figure 2 depicts the 
relationship between spot price and knockout put price with different time to maturity. 
As we know，the put price moves towards the intrinsic value (i.e. strike price minus 
spot price) when time to maturity decreases. This intrinsic value increases as the spot 
price drops. Besides, the probability of hitting the barrier should also be considered for 
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the case of barrier option. Although this probability increases for declining spot price, 
it decreases when the option life shortens. When the knockout put is far from 
expiration, its option prices changes moderately. Though its put price should be 
increasing and larger than intrinsic value, it is reduced by the increasing probability of 
hitting the barrier. Hence it rises from below one thousand index point, then reaches a 
maximum at above one thousand and finally reaches zero. On the contrary, as the 
knockout put expires soon，the knockout put prices are almost the same as intrinsic 
value because the probability of hitting the barrier is small. However, there is a sudden � 
drop just above the barrier. This is explained by the fact that the spot price may drop 
below the barrier before expiration, though the knockout put expires soon. 
2. The effect of parameters on delta 
The variation of delta with spot price is illustrated in Figure 3. All values 
confuted by the Goldman Sachs model and Black-Scholes model are recorded in 
Table 4. Figures are also included for precise illustration. Delta of both down-and-out 
and standard put are almost identical when spot price is beyond the strike. Delta of 
standard put is negative for all values of spot price. Since the change of its option price 
moves in an opposite direction as the change of spot price, a long position in option 
should be hedged with a long position in its underlying asset. However, when the spot 
price is sufficient small, the effect of increasing probability of hitting the barrier 
dominates the effect of increasing intrinsic value, the knockout put price drops as spot 
price declines. Thus the resulting delta is positive. This means a long position in 
knockout put should be hedged with a short position in its underlying asset. 
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Increment in delta of knockout put magnifies when the option expires soon. 
This is shown in Figure 4. Delta is negative one for both one-month and one-day 
knockout put options even when spot price is far from the barrier. In this case, this 
means a knockout put option contract with n shares of underlying asset must be 
hedged by shorting n shares of underlying asset. When the spot is near the barrier, 
delta rises substantially. In fact, the existence of barrier creates a "comer" at the barrier 
for the curve of knockout put pdce versus spot price. Thus this causes severe 
problems, both in hedging and pricing, because delta at this "corner" of the down-and 
out put option is mathematically undefined. In addition, deltas of the down-and-out put 
option around the "comer" are inaccurate. Another severe problem is the inability of 
keeping delta neutral position for the knockout put. In the real world, it is difficult to 
construct a delta neutral portfolio for the down-and-out put when its delta exceeds 
two. Delta is defined as the number of shares of underlying asset sold or bought in 
order to keep a delta neutral hedge portfolio if the option contract buys or sells one 
share. High delta intensifies the difficulty in buying or selling large number of shares at 
a time. 
3. Other constraints in hedging the barrier 
As shown in the above analysis, large change in barrier price and its delta are 
observed at the extreme case; i.e. current spot price is close to the barrier level and/or 
time to maturity is close to zero. However, most of the pricing models are developed 
for small change of price. The accuracy of barrier prices based on these models at the 
extreme case is doubted. Hedge ratios, such as delta, commuted from these barrier 
option pricing models may not be able to hedge away the pitfalls. Sometimes, even 
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though the hedge ratios are theoretically correct, it is difficult to construct a hedge 
portfolio according to the ratios. 
One of the reasons is the liquidity of the underlying asset. For example, a 
portfolio worth ten billion yen consists of only one-year down-and-out put options. 
Then 500 contracts of one-year Nikkei 225 down-and-out put option with a strike 
20000 are bought. If the spot is close to the barrier level with only one day from 
expiration (i.e. the extreme case happens), delta is more than thirty. Historical data tells 
us that the daily trading volume ofthe Nikkei 225 futures in the Osaka exchange1 from � 
1 May 95 to 30 April 96 ranges from zero to sixty thousand contracts and the average 
is about nine thousand contracts; but most of the time is less than a thousand contracts. 
However, in the extreme case, more than fifteen thousand contracts are needed to form 
a delta neutral portfolio. It is not surprising to find a price drop in the Nikkei 225 
futures when more than one quarter of trading volume is sold to the market. This price 
drop pushes spot price crossing the barrier. Practitioners are troubled by the decision 
of forming a delta neutral hedge portfolio or not. 
In addition, rebalancing hedge portfolio induces movements of futures prices 
whicli means that the assirmqption of complete market is violated. Option prices and 
hedge ratios confuted by models based on this assumptions are biased. Moreover, the 
liquidity of option market may not be high enough for static hedge. Therefore the 
pitfall risk is difficult to be hedged away or managed. 
1 There are three exchanges trade the Nikkei 225 Index futures, they are the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange, the Osaka Exchange and the SIMEX. The Osaka Exchange is the most active one in 
trading the Nikkei 225 index futures. 
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Table 2. Parameter values of Put options. 
Buropem J>owtt-aad-0:Ut Put Standard Fut 
Strike Price = 20000 Strike Price = 20000 
Barrier Level = 14000 Volatility = 18.5% 
Volatility = 18.5% Interest Rate = 0.7% 
Interest Rate = 0.7% Dividend = 0.6% 
Dividend = 0.6% Rebate = 0 
Rebate = 0 
Table 3, The effect of spot price on Down-and-out and Standard Put Options with 
different maturities. 
Down-and-out Put Price Standard Put 
Spot Price T = l y r ~ T = 1 mth T = 1 day T = l y r ~ T = lmth""“T = 1 day 
12000 0 0 0 7935.510~7994.474~7999.816 
13000 0 0 0 6949.083 6994.969 6999.832 
14000 0 0 0 5976.876 5995.463 5999.849 
14100 70.4 511.733 3116.633 5880.957 5895.512 5899.850 
15000 668.196 3753.072 4999.865 5033.812 4995.957 4999.865 
16000 1159.781 3911.677 3999.882 4140.336 3996.454 3999.882 
17000 1404.363 2995.123 2999.898 3319.107 2997.243 2999.898 
18000 1424.481 2007.173 1999.915 2590.263 2006.307 1999.915 
19000 1289.824 1094.035 999.931 1967.207 1089.703 999.931 
20000 1076.437 429.074 77.234 1454.461 421.977 77.208 
21000 844.110 109.575 0 1047.848 104.773 0 
22000 630.016 17.420 0 736.575 15.899 0 
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Table 4. The effect of spot price on delta of Down-and-out and Standard Put Options 
with different maturities. 
Delta of Down-and-out Put Delta of Standard Put 
Spot Price T = lyr T = 1 mth T = 1 d a y ~ T = lyr T = 1 m t h ~ T = 1 day 
12000 -0.990 L^ -1 
13000 -0.981 一 1 鍾 1 
14000 0.705 5.137 34.110 -0.961 -1 -1 
14100 0.703 5.080 25.749 -0.958 -1 
15000 0.601 1.656 -1 -0.922 -1 -1 
16000 0.371 -0.727 -1 -0.861 -0.999 -1 
17000 0.123 -0.989 -1 -0.778 -0.998 -1 
18000 -0.071 -0.972 -1 -0.677 -0.974 -1 
19000 -0.186 -0.822 -1 -0.568 -0.826 -1 
20000 -0.231 -0.488 -0.498 -0.458 -0.789 -0.498 
21000 -0.228 -0.175 0 -0.357 -0.171 0 
22000 -0.198 -0.036 � 0 -0.268 -0.034 0 
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